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ABSTRACT
A computer model has been developed to optimize the performance of a
50kWp photovoltaic system which supplies electrical energy to a dairy
farm at Fota Island in Cork Harbour. Optimization of the system involves
maximising the efficiency and increasing the performance and reliability
of each hardware unit. The model accepts horizontal insolation, ambient
temperature, wind speed, wind direction and load demand as inputs. An
optimization program uses the computer model to simulate the optimum
operating conditions. From this analysis, criteria are established which
are used to improve the photovoltaic system operation. This thesis
describes the model concepts, the model implementation and the model
verification procedures used during development. It also describes the
techniques which are used during system optimization. The software, which
is written in FORTRAN, is atructured in aodular unita to provide logical
and efficient programming. These aodular units aay also be used in the
modelling and optimization of other photovoltaic ayste.s.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Several computer models [1-5] exist which simulate the performance
of photovoltaic systems. These models take into account the load demand,
geographical location and climate to determine the optimum component size
and component design for any system. The models are designed to simulate
any combination of PV array, battery, inverter, load and utility grid.
They assume that each component is an individual electrical unit and that
the power management is optimized. The computer model described in this
thesis was developed to simulate the performance of a system in which the
main hardware units are divided into subunits (13 subarrays, 2 batteries,
3 self-commutated inverters, 3 loads) and the power .anagement is not
optimized. In addition, the power management, which consists of a
complex switching strategy [6], has seven .odes of operation.
The aotivation for the model development was the optimization of the
system, i.e. the attainment of .axi~m efficiency, perfor.ance and
reliability. This is achieved by:
- optiaizina the power .anage.ent
- optiaizing the hardware design.
In addition to optiaizing this systea the .odels can be used to
simulate and optimize the performance of other PV syste...
Chapter I describes the techniques used during the aodel development.
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the models which simulate the PV array,
battery and inverters.
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Chapter 4 describes the simulation of the power management.
Chapter 5 describes the software used to determine the optimum
operation.
Chapter 6 discusses the accuracy of the model. its limitations and
the success of the optimization. This chapter also discusses further
applications of the model especially the modelling of other PV systems.
1.2 Computer Model
The computer model is a collection of programs. written in FORTRAN.
which simulate the PV system operation on an hourly basis (see figure
1.1). Its inputs are horizontal insolation. ambient temperature. wind
speed. wind direction. load demand and systems status (e.g. hardware
faults). The model simulates the performance of the PV array. battery.
inverters and power management. and it outputs data in graphical and
statistical format.
The model was developed on a VAX 11/780 at the National
Microelectronics Research Centre. Cork. The data used during the
development was obtained from the Fotavoltaic Project. Twenty months of
data were available for the model development.
The software packages. which si.ulate the operation of the hardware.
are designed so that they aay be used to simulate and optimize other PV
systems. This is especially significant to the CEC projects [6] where
the design and control strategies are very aimilar to those of the
Fotavoltaic Project.
In addition to system optimization the computer -adel is now used as
a diagnostic tool. It is used:
- to examine irregularities in the system's operation
- to examine degradation in the PV array and battery.
- 2 -
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Figure 1.1 Hourly Simulation
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Irregularities are detected by plotting measured data from the system
against data calculated from the computer model. Irregularities, which
may be caused by hardware failures or measurement inaccuracies, may be
detected as outliers in the plot. Figure 1.2 shows a plot where the
actual PV array output is plotted against the simulated output. A linear
plot is obtained but a number of outliers exist. When analysed it was
found the source of these outliers was a DC fuse failure on the
line-commutated inverter. PV array and battery degradation is calculated
by testing the models accuracy at regular intervals (annually). The
degradation may be further analysed by reviewing the model concepts
described in Chapter 2 and 3.
1.3 Fotavoltaic Projec~
The Fotavoltaic Project [7] is the name given to one of the fifteen
photovoltaic projects which have been built throughout Europe under the
auspices of the CEC solar energy R&D program. The Fotavoltaic project
consists of a 50kWp photovoltaic system which is used to supply electrical
energy to a 250 head dairy far••
The farm, which is located on Fota Island in Cork Harbour, was
selected because its seasonal energy requirements are well aatched to
available insolation. During the su..er .onths peak load demands exist
due to the high .ilk yield, and during the winter aonths the load demand
decreases due to the decrease in .ilk yield
f
Figure 1.3 shows the layout of the complete syste. and table 1.1 is a
summary of the aain characteristics of the components.
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Figure 1.3 Layout of The Fotavoltaic System
I
D
50kWp
Solar Array
./ .......
I
---L
T
300Ah 300Ah
600Ah
Battery
D
3 x 10kVA
Self-commutated
Inverter
D
1 x 50kVA
Line-coDDDutated
Inverter
" I
Not used
Backup
Dairy Farm
Load
380V 30
Utility Grid
TABLE 1.1 Characteristics of the Main Hardware Components
Solar Generator: Rated Peak Power
Nominal DC Voltage
Material
Number of Modules
50kWP
268V
Polycrystalline Si
2775 type PQ 10/20/02
Battery:
Inverter:
Type
Capacity
Nominal Voltage
Self-colIDutated
Output Voltage
THD
Efficiency
Lead Acid VARTA Bloc (Vb 2306)
600 Ah
268V
3 x 10 kVA
380V 30, 50Hz
Less than 5%
95% at FL, 86% at 10% FL
Line CODDDutated
Output Voltage
THD
DC Nominal Voltage
Max DC Current
Efficiency
1 x 50 kVA
380V 3 phase 50Hz
Less than 5%
268V
looA
88% at full load, 75% at 10% full load
Load:
Controller:
Dairy Farm Motors
Max Demand 12kW
Daily Demand Summer 115kWh/Day
Winter 10kWh/Day
Motorola 6800 microprocessor system
24k control software.
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The 50kWp PV array consists of 2775 PV modules mounted on the roof of
a south facing building (figure 1.4). Two 300Ah lead-acid batteries are
used for energy storage and three 10kVA self-commutated inverters are used
to supply three independent loads on the dairy farm. The loads are AC
induction motors which are used for milking, cooling and washing.
A 50kVA line-commutated inverter is used to deliver excess energy
from the PV system to the utility grid. This unit may also be used in a
converter mode to recharge the batteries during periods of prolonged low
insolation. The complete system operates automatically and is controlled
using a Motorola 6800 based microcomputer [8].
A computer link connects the microcomputer to the VAX 11/780 at the
NMRC (20km from Fota). The system is checked daily and all events (system
shutdown, inverter failure, grid failure etc.) are entered in a log book.
This information is supplied as input data to the model during the
verification process.
1.4 Layout of Computer Model
Figure 1.5 describes the layout of the overall model and Table 1.2
contains a summary of the characteristics of each individual component
model. Each of the individual models are described in the following
chapters.
1.5 Modelling Techniques
The techniques [10,11,12,13,14] used during the development of the
computer .odel are summarised in the following order:
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Figure 1.5 Layout of Computer Model
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Table 1.2: Characteristics of Individual Models
Input Data:
Planar Insolation:
Module Temperature:
PV Array Model:
Battery Model:
Inverter Model:
Model of Power
Management:
Loads:
Grid:
Output Data:
Horizontal insolation, planar insolation, ambient
temperature, module temperature, wind speed,
wind direction, date, time, load demand,
horizontal status
Calculated (if required) using horizontal
insolation, day of year and the time of day
Calculated (if required) using ambient
temperature, planar insolation, wind speed and
wind direction.
The array output energy is calculated using planar
insolation and module temperature
The battery voltages are expressed as a function of
current, Ah and temperature
Inverter efficiency is described as a function of
the output energy and the mode of operation
Algorithms simulate the different .odes of
operation
This is supplied as input data to the model
The availability of the grid is defined as input
data i.e. hardware status
The data is output in 4 formats
- as an energy summary
- in graphical form for visual verification
- in a format suitable for statistical analysis
- in a format similar to CEC recorded data (9)
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- definition of problem
- data collection
- bibliography compilation
- model concepts
- model implementation
- model verification
The development procedure is shown in figure 1.6.
1.5.1 Definition of Problem
In this section the aias of the computer model vere defined. The
main aims were that the computer model would a) optimize the performance
of a 50kWp system; b) operate on an hourly basis; c) be structured in a
format suitable for the simulation and optimization of other PV systems.
Folloving this, the model layout (figure 1.5) was established and the
paraaeters used for modelling were defined (table 1.2). The other tasks
defined in this phase were
a) the .odel verification procedures (section 1-10)
b) the data input format (Annex C)
c) the optimization procedures (Chapter 6)
When the above phase was completed a time schedule vas compiled.
1.5.2 Data Collection
In this phase a data recording format vas selected. The data i.
recorded in a format specified by the CEC Pilot Prolr.. [9]. The data
selected for CEC analysis are:
- 11 -
Define Problem
Collect Data
Compile Bibliography
r-:::el ConceptiL_ Phase
Model Implementation
Phase
Model Verification
No
Final Model
Figure 1.6 Development Procedure for Computer Model
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- Meteorological data (horizontal insolation, wind speed, wind
direction, ambient temperature)
- System's energies (PV array, battery, inverters, and grid)
- Load energies.
For an analysis in accordance with the CEC pilot program a total of
twenty two values are recorded every hour. In order to cover all aspects
of the system in the model development supplementary data was required.
This supplementary data includes the energies of the subunits, the
temperatures of the subarrays and batteries, and the maximum values of some
measuring points. The maximum values are recorded to examine and model
the system performance during periods of high insolation with varying
cloud cover. The recorded values are maximum planar insolation, maximum
array output and the maximum battery charging currents. A total of fifty
extra values are recorded every hour. An example of an hourly recorded
data file is shown in Table 1.3. The significance of each value is
documented in Appendix C.
Table 3.1 Layout of Hourly Recorded Data fro. the Fotavoltaic Project
% Fota % 11-10-85,12.00
1, 0.28, 0.53, 0.086, 61. , 1.6, 2.1, 1.7
2, 13. , 32. , 20. , 5.0, 1.9, 14. , 13. , 14. , 0.083
3, 0.00, 0.00, .0024, 1.1,
4, 1.5, 1.6, 1. 5, 1. 5, 1.4, 1.7, 1. 7, 1.5, 1.4, 1.6
5, 1. 7, 1.5, 1.1, 34. , 27. , 33. , 13. , 13. , 10. , 4.0
6. 287. , 0.080., 23. , 17. , 59. , 277., 0.076.,20., 21., 34
7. 0.43., 0.89. , 0.40., 1.0 0.056, 0.29, 16. , 16. , 38. , 36.
8. 1.7, 2.3, 1. 8, 948., 948. , 0.96, 0.92, 4.0, 2.6, 0.55
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1.5.3 Bibliography Compilation
When the aims of the model were defined a computer search facility
was used to compile information on existing PV computer models and
hardware models. The theories described in these reporte provided a basis
for the development of the model concepts. (Section 1.5.4) The reference
section at the end of this thesis contains all reports used during the
model development. This compilation should provide a useful reference for
future work in this area.
1.5.4 Model Concepts
In this phase the hypotheses and assumptions, which are used to
simulate the PV system's performance, are analysed. The model concepts
for this PV systea is divided into two areae:
- aodel concepts of the hardware units
- aodel concepts of the power .anag.ent.
In both cases the model concepts are tested using data obtained from
the Fotavoltaic Project. The concepte described in Chaptere 2, 3 and 4,
are the most successful fra- the overall analysis. This phase was very
time consuming both in aan hours and in computer houre.
To develop the aodel concepts for the power ..nagement all the
individual hardware aodels were linked to siaulate the overall syetea
performance. The procedures used to develop the aodel concepts for the
power aanagement are eummarised as follows:
- define and describe each aode of operation explicitely
- examine variations of each aode due to variations in operating
conditione
- dete~ine the conditions which initiate and terminate each aode.
- 14 -
Seven modes of operation exist. Each mode was defined and described
by manually examining each hours data for a number of months. By defining
the mode of operation during each hour, it was possible statistically to
determine conditions which initiate and terminate each mode.
This analysis provided a better understanding of the control
parameter sensitivities and this led to system improvements.
1.5.5 Model Implementation
In this phase the model concepti were translated into logical flow
charts and then into software. The computer facilities, programming
conventions and software layout were defined at this Itage.
FORTRAN 77 was selected as the programming language on the VAX
11/780. A graphici terminal (GIGI) and graphics plotter were lelected for
the graphical analysis of the resultl. The programming conventionl of the
NMRC were lelected and an example ShOWD in Appendix D.
A modular loftware layout was adopted so that the individual models
could be used to liaulate other PV syste... In addition, a .odular
Itructure il easier to imple.ent and revile. The individual .odell IhOWD
in Figure 1.5 are Itructured a. lubroutine. and the input parameters
defined in table 1.2 are defined as subroutine variables, e.l. the
lubroutine for the eltiaatioD of planar insolation il defined al
SUBROUTINE PLANAR (BORIZ, MONTH, DAY, HOUR).
HORIZ represents the horizontal insolation in kWh/m2•
The flowchartl of the power .anage~nt were conltructed in thil phale
and are IhOWD in Appendix D. The flowchartl of the individual hardware
.odels are not ShOWD since they are described explicitely in Chapterl 2
and 3.
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1.5.6 Model Verification
The main aim of the model verification is to assess the accuracy of
the model in predicting the actual system performance.
Model verification [10.15.16.17] is performed in the hardware
modelling and in the power aanagement modelling. In both cases the
objectives are as follows:
- assess the difference between the model prediction and the actual
performance.
- explain the difference in terms of physical factors
- recommend changes in the aodel concepts.
Therefore. the model development is an iterative process involving
the concepts. implementation and verification phases. An adequate model
is achieved when the error is less than 5%.
The aethods used to verify the model are:
- Graphical Analysis
- Energy Summaries
- Statistical Analysis
The graphical analysis and the energy summaries are aainly used to
verify the power anageaent model.
Graphical analysis is used as a visual method of examining the
accuracy of the model. Figure 1.7 is an example of a graphical display of
the actual energy values and the simulated energy values. It is clear
fra- this histogram that the model is very accurate. This analysis only
provides a visual display. however. and it does not quantify the accuracy.
The histogram may be plotted on a graphics terminal or on a graphics
plotter.
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Energy summaries are used to quantify the accuracy of the simulation.
The energy summary for the simulation shown in figure 1.7 is listed in
table 1.4.
Table 1.4 Energy Summary of Simulation
Measured Simulated Error
%
PV Array (kWh) 744.91 746.61 0.2
Battery Net Energy (kWh) -1.75 9.03 3.5
Inverter Input Energy (kWh) 672.54 673.18 0.1
Inverter Output Energy (kWh) 424.92 388.37 -8
Ehergy to Load (kWh) 309.77 278.85 -7
Energy to Utility Grid (kWh) 123.82 109.52 -4.5
Grid energy to load (kWh) 207.68 221. 97 6
Inverter Efficiency 0.63 0.58 7.9
* Error/300Ah
** Error/Total AC Energy
Statistical analysis is performed using the statistical package SPSS
[18]. Scatter plots are used to compare the hourly measured values, with the
hourly simulated values and regression analysis techniques are used to
quantify the accuracy of the si.ulation. Figure 1.8 is an example of a
scatter plot of the actual PV array output energy versus the simulated PV
array output energy. A one-to-one relationship existl between the real and
simulated values if the points are on the 45° diagonal. In this plot it is
clear that the simulation il very accurate. Table 1.5 il a statistical
lummary of the Icatter plot shown in figure 1.8. The regression line
associated with the plot has a slope of 1.01 and it intersectl the origin
i.e. the regression line il the 45° diagonal. The Itatiltical parameter 12
is a mealure of the accuracy of the regreslion line. 1 2 varies fro. 0 to 1
- 18 -
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TABLE 1.5 Statistical Summary of Figure 1.8
R Squared • 0.96
Slope of Regression Line • 1.01
Intercept on Y Axi. • 0.09
Standard Error or Estimate· 0.86
Number of Plotted Point. • 72
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with the value 1 representing a perfect fit. In the plot of figure 1.8 the
1 2 value is 0.96 i.e. the regression line explains 96% of the variation about
the mean value. Therefore, the simulation explains 96% of the real
performance.
Other examples of scatter plots are included in Chapters 2 and 3.
The overall verification procedure may be summarised as follows: The
graphical analysis is first used to visually examine the overall
simulation. The energy summary ia then used to quantify its accuracy.
The scatter plots are used to visually examine the hourly simulations, and
the regression analysis is used to quantify their accuracy.
The verification methods described in this section provide a fast and
efficient .ethod of measuring the models accuracy. Similar techniques
have been developed to successfully analyse the recorded data.
These analysis techniques (19) have aided in the system analysis and led to
an improved and more efficient system.
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CHAPTER 2
MODEL OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY
2.0 Introduction
The energy produced by a PV array il dependent on the level of
planar insolation. the temperature of the modules and the operating
current and voltage of the array. In this model. the PV array output is
calculated from standard meteorological data. i.e. horizontal insolation.
ambient temperature. wind speed and wind direction. Other parameters
luch as array tilt and latitude. are lupplied as constants.
This chapter describes the models of: the planar insolation. the
module temperature and the thirteen subarrays. Though these parameters
are measured in the Fotavoltaic system the models may be used to examine
the performance of a PV array at any geographical location and for any
climate.
2.1 Model of Planar Insolation
The insolation on the plane of the array i. calculated a•• function
of the direct and diffuse components of the horizontal insolation. The
generalized equation (29) is .ummarized as:
It • R I
R • (1 - Id) Rb + Ih(l + Co. b)/2
where
It • Insolation on the plane of the arra,
1 • Total hourly horizontal insolation
R • Ratio of planar insolation to horizontal insolation
Kh • Diffuse insolation factor i.e. the ratio of the diffuse
horizontal insolation to the total horizontal insolation.
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I - Id • Direct horizontal insolation.
Rb • Ratio of the hourly extraterrestrial insolation on a tilted
surface to the insolation on a horizontal surface.
b • PV array tilt angle to the horizontal
This section describes the hypotheses used to calculate these
parameters. The procedures followed in calculating the insolation on any
plane is then outlined and some sample calculations are given. Several
authors [19,33,34,35,37,38] have developed models to calculate the
monthly and daily insolation on the plane of an array. The most notable
of these authors were Liu and Jordan [29,30,31] whose theories are a
basis to any work in this area. Only a few authors [36,37,39] have
developed hourly models mainly due to the unavailability of hourly data.
The hourly models which have been developed are very accurate but are
also very site specific due to their dependancy on local climatic
conditions. All existing hourly models were tested in the development of
the model for the Fotavoltaic system. The final model, which has an
error of less than 5%, uses the most accurate equations to calculate the
parameters outlined in the previous equation.
Calculation of Diffuse and Dir-ect Co""onents of the Horiaontal Insolation
In the Fotavoltaic system the total horizontal insolation is
measured. Its direct and diffuse components are determined
analytically. The clearness index, It, is a measure of the amount of
cloud cover during a sampled hour and is defined a.:
• I
It Soh
where
1 • total horizontal insolation
Soh • The extraterrestrial horizontal insolation i.e. the radiation which
would be incident on the same horizontal surface in the absence
of any atmosphere.
Previous authors [36,37,39] have developed models relating Kt and
Kh. These were tested using data from the Fotavoltaic system, and the
most accurate was selected [37]. This relationship is summarised as:
Kh • 1 - 0.249 * Kt
• 1.557 - 1.84 * Kt
• 0.177
o < Kt < 0.35
0.35 < Kt < 0.75
Kt > 0.75
Kt < 0.35 represents overcast periods with little direct insolation
Kt > 0.75 represents high insolation periods with little cloud cover
0.35 < Kt < 0.75 represents periods of variable insolation and variable
cloud cover.
From this equation the diffuse and direct components of the
horizontal insolation are calculated as:
ld • Kh * 1
lb • 1 - ld
diffuse
direct.
The accuracy of this -adel is discussed at the end of this section.
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Calculation of Rb, the ratio of the hourly extrate~estrial insolation
The parameter Rb is calculated geometrically using an equation
described by Liu and Jordan [29].
where:
Rb •
Cos(Phi-b) Cosd Cos W+ Sin(Phi-b) Sind
Cos Phi Cosd Cos W + Sin Phi Sind
Phi • latitude • 51.45°
b • PV array tilt angle • 45°
d • angle of declination (calculated)
W • hour angle.
The hour angle. W. is aeasured as follows.
At noon W-Oo. 11:00 W--15°. 13:00 W-+15°.
During a sampled hour the value of Rb is evaluated at the half hour
point i.e. 10:30 etc.
Procedures to Calculate the InsoLation on the Plane of an Array
This section describe. the procedures involved in calculating the
insolation on an array plane. The procedures are based on the theories
outlined in the previous sections.
(a) Define the following paraaeters
- Latitude • Phi • 51.45°
- Day of Year • DAY
- Array Tilt Angle • b
- Hour Angle • W
January 1 • 1
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(b) Calculate the solar declination angle.
Sin d • Sin (23.45) Sin «284+DAY» * 360)
365
This is a standard astronomical equation.
(c) Compute the extraterrestrial insolation on a plane held normal to
the sun's rays [34].
S •o S«l + 0.0167 Cos (DA~ * 360»2365
S • 1.356 kw/m2 • solar constant.
(d) Calculate the extraterrestrial insolation on the horizontal for
the sampled hour [29]:
Soh • So (Cos Phi Cosd CosW + Sin Phi Sind)
This is a standard astronomical equation.
(e) Calculate the clearness index Kt.
Kt •
1
Soh
1 • total horizontal insolation.
(f) Calculate the diffuse insolation factor lb.
Kh • 1 - 0.249 * Kt o < Kt < 0.35
• 1.557 - 1.84 * Kt
• 0.177
(g) Calculate Rb
0.35 < Kt < 0.75
Kt > 0.75
Rb • Cos (Phi-~_)CO~g~E~~_!-!i~ (Phi-b) _Sind
Cos Phi CosW Cosd + Sin Phi Sind
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(h) Calculate R
R + (1-ld)Rb + Kh(1+CosB)/2
(i) Calculate the insolation on the plane of the array.
It • R*I
Table 2.1 contains three sample calculations using these procedures.
In all cases the error of the calculated planar insolation is less than
2%.
The overall model is verified by plotting the real planar insolation
against the simulated planar insolation and by examining its statistical
summary. The model is verified for November 1985. Figure 2.1 shows the
plot and table 2.2 contains its statistical summary.
The R2 is 0.96 indicating that the simulation explains 96% of the real
insolation. This accuracy is sufficient for the overall syste. model.
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Table 2.1 Sample Calculations of Hourly Insolation
on the plane of the array Phi- 51.45, b-45°
Step Parameter Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
(a) Day 234 235 235
W 15 15 -15
In 0.779 0.589 0.369
(b) d 10.8 10.8 10.8
(c) So 1.328 1.328 1.328
(d) Soh 0.979 0.979 0.898
(e) Kt 0.795 0.6 0.41
( f) Kh 0.205 0.305 0.484
(g) Rb 1.316 1.316 1.28
(h) R 1.21 1.17 1.05
( i) It 0.944 0.684 0.389
Measured 0.94 0.67 0.39
Error 0.4% 2% 0.25%
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FIGURE 2.1 HODEL OF PLANAR INSOLATION.
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TABLE 2.2 Statistical Summary of Figure 2.1
R Squared • 0.96
Slope of Regression Line • 0.95
Intercept on Y Axis • 0.02
Standard Error or Estimate· 0.047
Number of Plotted Points • 200
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The temperature of a PV module is an important parameter in the
calculation of the PV array efficiency. Typically, the maximum available
power output decreases 0.51 for every degree centigrade rise in
temperature. In this model the module temperature is expressed as a
function of planar insolation, ambient temperature and wind speed. Some
authors (33,35] have included extra parameters such as: IR radiation,
radiation reflected from the cover glass and albedo. These parameters
are not measured in the Fotavoltaic system and are therefore omitted.
The model is verified by comparing the results with the data from
temperature sensors in the PV array. The three sensors (PTlOO) are
mounted directly onto the cells to provide accurate cell temperatures.
The main source of error in this model is due to the fact that the
modules are not in thermal equilibrium with the environment. In the
Irish climate where the planar insolation and the wind speed are
constantly varying thermal equilibrium is leldom reached. The final
model predicts the module temperature with an error of leiS than 5°C.
The model was developed by examining the effects of the following
parameter. on the .odule temperature:
- planar insolation
- wind speed
- wind direction
- ambient temperature
P~r Insolation
The insolation on the plane of a PV .odule is divided as follows:
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- it produces electrical energy (10%)
- it generates heat within the module (85%)
- a small factor is reflected.
The amount of radiation reflected depends on its angle of
incidence to the array plane. In this system the reflected energy is
only significant in the early morning and in the late afternoon. During
these periods the array output is low «2kw) and the effects of module
temperature are small. In this analysis the reflected energy during
these periods is neglected.
When electrical energy is generated in a PV module the temperature
of the module decreases. The decrease is proportional to the electrical
energy generated, which in turn is proportional to the planar insolation.
Consequently, the net increase in temperature is proportional to the
level of planar insolation, i.e.
Tm - Ta • K In
where:
Tm • module temperature ·C
Ta • ambient temperature ·C
In • planar insolation kwh/.2
K • constant of proportionality.
A scatter plot of the increase in aodule temperature versus the
planar insolation at a fixed wind speed is shown in figure 2.2. The
slope of the regression line describing this plot is equal to the
constant K. From the statistical analysis K • 25.62.
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Figure 2.2 Module temperature increase as a function of the
Planar Insolation at zero wind speed.
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TABLE 2.3 Statistical Summary of Figure 2.2
R Squared • 0.6
Slope of Regression Line • 25.62
Intercept on Y Axis • -0.31
Standard Error or Estimate· 4.6
Number of Plotted Points
• 94
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Wind Speed
The cooling effects of the wind speed are analysed using the
theories outlined by Schott [32]. In this analysis a linear relationship
is assumed to exist between the rate of cooling and the wind speed. The
previous equation is thus improved to:
Tm - Ta •
where
2S.62 In
a + b Vw
• wind speed .s-l
a.b· constants.
The constants a, b are determined by plotting ~;:~~ versus Vw.
A regression analysis of this plot gives a • 0.68 and b • 0.11
Tm-Ta • 2S.62 In0:68+0:11 Vw
The main source of error in this calculation is due to the uncertainties
of the forced and free convection on the plane of the array.
Wind Direction
The effect of wind direction is very dependent on the shape of the
building and on the immediate surroundings [3S]. The solar building at
Fota is situated on the highest point of the island, and its front and
rear are sheltered by trees. The building has a south facing roof, tilted
at 4S- to the horizontal. The back of the building is closed and
consequently the .odules are not cooled from the rear. The effect of wind
directron on the plane of the array is difficult to determine due to eddie
currents. In this model, as in other models [11,12,lS] the wind direction
is neglected.
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Ambient Temperature
The heat-loss coefficient of convection varies with ambient
temperature [35]. Schott [32] suggests that the coefficient varies
linearly with ambient temeprature and that the constants may be positive
or negative. The previous equation is improved to:
Tm-Ta •
where d is a constant.
22.26 In + d Ta
0.68 + 0.11 VW
Due to the high correlation between planar insolation and ambient
temperature a regression analysis is not used with both parameters.
Instead, the residuals (Real-simulated) from the previous equation are
analysed as a function of Ta. A regression analysis between the residuals
and the ambient temperature gives a value of d • 0.16. The final model is
therefore summarised as:
Tm-Ta • 22.36 In + 0.12 Ta0.68 + 0.11 VW
This equation is verified by exaaining the plot of the real
temperature versus the siaulated temperature. Figure 2.3 shows the plot
and table 2.4 is the statistical summary for this analysis. The low R2
value of 0.8 is mainly due to the problems of thermal equilibrium. The
standard error is 3.l7°C and this is sufficiently accurate for the overall
system model.
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FIGURE 2.3 MODULE TEMPERRTURE MODEL.
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TABLE 2.4 Statistical Summary of Figure 2.3
R Squared
Slope of Regrelsion Line
Intercept on Y Axis
•
•
•
0.8
0.96
0.03
Standard Error or Estimate· 3.17
Number of Plotted Points
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• 170
2.4 Model of PV Array
The 50kWp PV array is divided into thirteen subarrays. Each subarray
can be connected to either battery 1 or battery 2 or they can be
open-circuited. This section describes the modelling of subarray 1.
Similar techniques are then used to model the remaining twelve subarrays.
The distribution of the subarrays between the batteries and their
disconnection from the batteries is described in the power management
model (Chapter 4).
The subarray model was developed both analytically and statistically.
The analytical model is less accurate than the statistical model but it
only requires three parameters to develop. It is therefore very suitable
for the modelling of systems which have no operating data. The
statistical model is very accurate but it requires a large amount of data.
The development of both models is described in the following sections.
2.4.1 Analytical Model of Subarray
The current-voltage characteristic of the subarray was obtained using
equipment (47] developed at the National Microelectronics Research Centre.
The curve shown in figure 2.4 is corrected to STC. The equation
describing this curve is the standard solar cell equation:
I • Isc - 10 (exp ij (V + IRs»
where:
I,V • current, voltage
Isc • short circuit current
10 • reverse saturation current
q • electronic charge
k • Boltzmanns constant
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FIGURE 2.4 I-V CURVE OF SUBARRAY 1
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200.00 300.00
j
400.0C
T • temperature (OK)
Rs • series resistance of subarray.
Several methods [37-40] have been developed to solve this equation.
All were tested and the most accurate and applicable method was that
suggested by Singer [39]. In this analysis three points are selected on
the curve and the exponential equation is fitted. The selected points
are: the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit curent and the current
and voltage at the maximum power point.
Using this method subarray I is modelled as
1 • 16.39 - 2.08 x 10-7 [exp {0.047 (V ~ 1. 7.9)]
This equation is only applicable at STC i.e. at 1000 w/.2 and at a
temperature of 25°C. The curve is translated to any other insolation and
temperature using the following relationships (37]:
Vnew • Vstc + dV
I new • Istc + dl
dV • - BdT + Rs dl
L dT + (~ - 1 ) Istcdl • a( Lstc) Lstc
where
L • Planar insolation
Lstc • Insolation at STC
a • Temperature coefficient of current (2.5 mA/oC/cell)
B • Temperature coefficient of voltage (2 .V/oC/cell)
Rs • Series resistance of subarray • 7.9P.
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The maximum power produced at any insolation and temperature is:
Pmax • IHPPT * VHPPT
• (1m + dl) * (Vm + dV)
where
Vm • VHPPT at STC
1m • IHPPT at STC
The equation is expanded and the least significant values are
neglected to give:
Pm • (Vm 1m - Rs 1m
2) L + (Vr Blr) dTL
Lstc Lstc
The values of 1m, Vm, lsc, a, B are substituted to give:
Pm • 2.668L + 0.0279 dTL
This equation can be used to calculate the subarray output for any
level of planar insolation and for any module temperature. The equation
was verified by plotting the real subarray energy against the simulated
subarray output and by analysing its statistical summary. The plot is
shown in figure 2.5 and the statistical summary is presented in table 2.5.
The R2 is 0.96 but the slope of the regression line is 1.12. These
figures indicate that the error is proportional to the subarray output
energy.
The main sources of error in this analysis are due to the assumption
that:
(a) The fill factor is constant. This assumption is made in the
calculation of dV and dl.
(b) The subarray always operates at MPP. This assumption is .ade in
the calculation of Pmax.
(c) The model was developed for a solar cell. The performance of the
subarray is identical to the performance of a solar cell and this
assumption accounts for so.e errors in dV.
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FIGURE 2.5 SUBARRAY 1 HODEL (ANALYTICAL)
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TABLE 2.5 Statist~al Summary of Figure 2.5
R Squared • 0.96
Slope of Regression Line • 1.13
Intercept on Y Axis • 0.08
Standard Error or Estimate· 0.155
Number of Plotted Points • 70
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2.4.2 Statistical Model of Subarray
The statistical model is, based on the equation developed in the
previous section.
Pm •
• A L + C dT,L
where A, C, are constants.
The constants are determined statistically using step-wise regression
[18] between the subarray output and the planar insolation, and the
temperature * insolation value. The model was developed using data for the
months March, April, and May 1985 and the resulting equation was:
Pm • 2.528 * L + 0.0279 dT * L
This model is verified by plotting the real subarray energy against the
simulated subarray energy. The plot is shown in figure 2.6 and the
statistical summary is presented in table 2.6. The overall regression has
an R2 of 0.97 i.e. the simulation explains 97% of the real data.
The step-wise regression which is used during the development of this
model is summarised in table 2.7. The increase in R2 caused by the
addition of different parameters is shown.
The R2 value increases from 0.96 to 0.972 by including the temperature
value. Therefore, the contribution by the temperature value is small but
significant. This accounts for the accepted error of SoC in the thermal
model.
This regression analysis also shows that a simple relationship
between the subarray output and the planar insolation will provide an
accurate result.
Based on the high accuracy of the statistical model it is reasonable
to suggest that this model could be developed with a small amount of data.
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TABLE 2.6 Statistic.l Summary of Figure 2.6
R Squared • 0.97
Slope of Regression Line • 1.02
Intercept on Y Axis • 0.12
Standard Error or Estimate· 0.12
Number of Plotted Points • 86
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TABLE 2.7 Step-wise Regression of Subarray I Energy
with Planar Insolation and
Insolation * Temperature Value.
STEP I
Subarray I Energy • A * Planar insolation +
B * Planar insolation * module
temperature increase +
C
where A, B, C are constants.
Regression with Planar Insolation Only
R SQUARED • 0.96
STEP 2 Regression with Planar Insolation and Insolation * Temperature
R SQUARED • 0.972
Variable Coefficient Symbol
Planar 2.528 A
Planar * Temperature 0.019 B
Constant 0.004 C
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2.5 Conclusion
The models described in this chapter represent the basis for the
modelling of any PV system. The high accuracy attained suggests that
these simple modelling techniques could be used for other systems. This
is especially significant to the CEC Pilot Program as the models are
designed based on the data recorded from these systems.
In addition to system modelling, the three models are used to test the
meteorological equipment in the Fotavoltaic System [47]. Interruptions or
calibration errors are detected by examining the verification plots shown
in this Chapter. This is now a standard analysis procedure for the
system. Similar analysis techniques can be applied to other PV systems.
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CHAPTER 3
Battery and Inverter Hodels
3.1 Introduction
The Fotavoltaic Project has two battery groups, three self-commutated
inverters and a line-commutated inverter. This chapter describes the
models of: one battery group, one self-commutated inverter and the line
commutated inverter. Chapter 4 links these individual models to simulate
the overall power management of the system. The battery model describes
the battery voltage as a function of the stage of charge, the charge/
discharge current and the temperature. The inverter models describe the
inverters efficiencies as a function of their input and output energies.
3.2 Battery Hodel
The battery model is the most difficult component to model due to its
many dependent variables. Battery operation is a complex function of
charge/discharge current, temperature, state of charge and the number and
depth of charge/discharge cycles. In this model the battery hi.tory i.
not included. The model i. reduced to analysing the battery voltage as a
function of charge/discharge current, state of charge and temperature.
In the Fotavoltaic Project the battery state of charge is not
measured. The Logistronic, a unit provided by Varta and designed to
measure the state of charge, failed to operate. In the model the battery
state of charge is estimated from the summation of battery input/output
current measurements. Without a direct way to .ea.ure the .tate of charge
the long term performance predictions of the model are limited.
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A considerable amount of literature (48-68] is available describing
the chemical reactions of charging and discharging. The computer models,
developed by battery manufacturers (51,61,62,63] are used to optimise the
battery design and are not suitable for PV system modelling. In addition,
Voss (63] says that 'even though important improvements have been made in
the understanding of lead acid batteries the work on modelling of cells is
still performed in a more or less empirical basis'.
3.2.1 Battery Theory of Operation
Lead acid batteries consist of positive and negative electrodes of
lead oxide and lead respectively. These react chemically with the
electrolyte (sulphuric acid). The reaction is summarised as follows:
+ Plate Pb02 + 38+ + 8S04- + 2e > PbS04 + 282°
"
-ve Plate Pb 8S04- ">. PbS04 H+ 2e-+ + +
"
-----
Cell dischar§i
Reaction Pb + Pb02 + 28+ + 282S04 < 2PbS04 + 2820charge
The characteristics of the different materials will be discussed in the
following sections.
3.2.2 Battery Management in Fotavoltaic System
The Fotavoltaic Project is designed to operate automatically in a
remote location. Software control algorithms have been developed which
provided proper charging characteristics and prevent deep-discharging
and overcharging.
Batte1'Y Cha1YJing BetL>een Deep-Discha1YJe and OVer-Cha1YJe
Normal battery charging (between deep-discharge and over-charge)
follows the characteristic shown in figure 3.1, and figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 .hows the theoretical charging routine. In .ection A-I the
battery voltage is le.s than the gassing voltage and the current is
regulated and maintained at a constant value. When gassing occurs at
point I the current is adjusted to maintain the voltage at this level.
In the Fotavoltaic system the battery charging current i. regulated
by .witching subarrays to and from the battery. In figure 3.2 the
current step at I represent. the disconnection of a subarray. This charging
procedure does not follow a theoretical current-voltage curve but it i.
sufficiently accurate to bring the battery to full charge. The computer
model assumes that a proper current-voltage characteri.tic exist••
Deep-Discharge
During deep-discharge of lead-acid cell. a non-conducting material,
lead sulphate (PbS04), i. deposited on the lead plates. Thi. reduces the
area of plate and the cell capacity while it increases the internal
resistance of the cell. During prolonged deep-discharge the lead
sulphate cry.tallises and cannot be removed durinl recharging.
In the Fotavoltaic Project deep-di.charge i. avoided by
disconnecting the loads and inverters when the voltale is le.s than 1.865
V/cell. If the battery di.charges below the 1.8 Vlcell li.it, the line-
coamutated inverter i. operated in the converter .ode and the batterie.
are recharged fr~ the utility grid. Due to thi. control feature the deep
discharge .tate is not .odelled.
However, the power .anage.ent .odel (Chapter 4) does .i.ulate the
recharging of the batteries usinl the line-c~utated inverter.
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Batterw Gassing and Overeharge
Water decomposition takes place at 1.23V, vhich is far below the
nominal 2V of a lead-acid cell. Consequently, hydrogen and oxygen are
always generated in the lead acid cell [51].
Fortunately, the rates of both hydrogen and oxygen evolution are
very slow in the cell. When the battery approaches the state of
full charge, an increasing fraction of current is used for electrolysis.
An overcharge current is used solely to decompose water i.e. it does not
increase the Ah capacity.
The disadvantages of battery overcharging are:
it reduces the battery efficiency as the enerlY is used to
disassociate vater,
it increases vater loss
the corrosion rate of the positive grid as veIl as the sheddinl rate
of the active material is increased [63].
The advantages of overcharging are:
the bubblinl durinl overcharle has a stirrinl effect and this
equalises the acid concentration. This is necessary since some hilh
density active material ..y fall to the base of the cell and this
reduces the battery capacity.
The stirrinl effect prevents the for..tion of layers of lead
sulphate. Existing layers may also be removed durinl gassing.
The software control of the Fotavoltaic System prevents extreme
overcharginl but allows sa.e battery lassing. This is done by
maintaininl the battery voltage at the la.sing voltage (2.35 V/cell)
during the charginl proce•••
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Mathematical models have been suggested to simulate battery gassing
(~6). The most successful equation to model the Fotavoltaic system'.
operation was:
Vgas • No of cells x 0.05 * In (1+1)
where I is the charging current.
If the battery State-of-charge is greater than 0.9 or if the battery
voltage during charging is greater than 2.23 Vlcell Vgas i. added to the
equation developed in section 3.2.4.
Charge Factor
The capability of a battery to store the charge current i. called the
charge acceptance. It depends on the construction. age. and temperature
of the battery. The ratio of the current needed for full charge to the
avalable current for discharge i. called the charge factor. the reciprocal
value of the charge efficiency. Gassing, is a parasitic use of current.
and when it occur., the charge factor i. always greater than 1.0.
Below the gassing voltage, the total charging current i. available for
discharge and the charge factor i. 1.0.
Fra- experimental data and froa aanufacturer.' .pecification. the
VARTA bloc batteries have a charge factor of 1.1.
In the battery .odel the increa.e in the battery Ah i. calculated a.
follows:
Ah(t) •
Ah( t-l) •
let) •
Ah(t) • Ah(t-l) + l(t)/cf
cf • 1.0 battery not gassing
cf • 1.1 battery i. aassing.
Ah of battery at ti.e t
Ah of battery during previous hour
.ean charging current during hour t
cf • charge factor of battery
This function is described by SUBROUTINE NEWAH in the power management
model.
3.2.4 Battery Charge/Discharge Characteristics
During charge/discharge the external voltage is
V • Vo + IRi
where Ri is the internal resistance of the battery
Vo is the no load voltage.
I is the charge/discharge current. Charging is positive,
discharging is negative.
The internal resistance includes the free electrolyte, the
separators, the porous active materials and the polarization of the
chemical aaterials.
Ri • Rio + Rp
where Rio • a fixed resistance
Rp • polarization resistance [1).
Shepard [50) establishes that the polarization resistance is inversely
proportional to the unused active material. A number of e~irical
models have been developed [50,56,66,) describing the polarization
resistance effects. These models were tested using data recorded at Fota.
The final model is summarised as follows:
1. A linear relationship was established between the battery no
load voltage and the battery state of charge.
Figure 3.3 shoWl this relationship
• (Ah(m) - 60) 0.158 + 250
Ah(m) • mean Ah during aampled hour
• Ah(to ) + (I/2)*Cf
Ah(t) • Ah at the beginning of the sa.pled hour
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Figure 3.3 Relationship between the battery no-load voltage
and the battery Ab.
* This model was developed using night time data i.e. when the
charge/discharge current is zero. The battery voltage is a
measured parameter and the Ah is calculated by the summation
of the charge/discharge current.
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1/2 • extra Ah at t + i
cf • charge factor
2. A constant internal resistance exists, and its contribution to
the external voltage is:
V2 • Rio x 1
Rio • constant resistance • 0.0536 (measured)
1 • mean charge/discharge current .
3. The voltage increase due to polarization is described as:
V3 • Nc * 0.05 x In(Abs(I)+l)
Nc • number of cells in leries • 134
1 • mean charge/discharge current
The final voltage at the battery terminals is:
V • VI + V2 + V3
• (Ah(m) - 60)/0.158 + 250
+ (0.0536 x I(t»
+ 134 x 0.05 x In (Abs(I) + 1)
3.2.5 Effect of Temperature on Battery Model
The capacity of a lead-acid battery il greatly dependent on the
temperature of the electrolyte [54]. At high te~eraturel the capacity
increasel and at low te~eraturel the capacity decreasel.
In the computer .odel, correction factors are introduced to allow
for extre.es in teaperature. The correction factors are luggested by
the battery .anufacturers and also by some authorl [56].
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In this model the correction factor for the battery Itate of charge
is:
Q • Q(200C) (1-0.OO7(20-T»
where Q • battery Ah capacity/nominal capacity (CIO)
T • ambient temperature.
3.2.6 Verification of the Battery Model
The final battery model is presented in figure 3.4. This plot
describes the battery voltage as a function of the charge/discharge
current and the battery Ah. The upper limit of 310V and the lower limit
of 250V are the limits used by the microcomputer.
The battery voltage and current are the aost important parameters in
the control of the Fotavoltaic System. In the aodelling of the power
management, the battery model is used to:
- calculate the battery voltage for any charge/discharge current
- calculate the current required to produce gassina
- determine if battery overchargina occurl
- determine if the battery i. capable of lupplying the loads
- determine if the batteries are deep-discharged
- calculate the battery Ah at the beginning of the limulation.
These conditions are the basil of the power .anagement algorithms
described in the following Chapter.
The battery .odel il verified by plotting the limulated net battery
energy verlul the real net battery energy and by examining ita Itatiltical
lummary.
The Icatter plot and the Itatiltical luaaary are Ihown in figure 3.5.
The Ilope of the regression line is 0.988 and the y-intercept is 0.05
indicating that the regres.ion line il the 45° diagonal. The 12 value il
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+FIGURE 3.5 VERIFICRTI~N ~F BRTTERY M~DEL
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Statistical Summary of Figure 3.5
R Squared • 0.86
Slope of Regression Line • 0.988
Intercept on Y Axis • 0.05
Standard Error of Esti.ate· 1.33
Number of Points Plotted • 168
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0.86 i.e. the simulation explains 86% of the real variation about the .ean
value. The main source of error in this .odel is due to the fact that the
model calculates the battery net energy/hour whereas in the real situation
battery charging and discharging may occur during the sampled hour.
However, the final battery model is sufficiently accurate for use in the
power management model.
3.3 Model of Self-Commutated Inverter
The three 10kVA self-commutated inverters, known as 'solarverters',
use high powered transistors for commutation. Above 10% of full load the
operating efficiency is constant at 95%.
The three solarverters supply three independent loads on the dairy
farm. The loads, which are selected to operate in the high efficiency
region, are:
Solarverter 1 - Milking machine I (2.2kw), washing pump (2.2kw) and
air compressor (50Ow).
Solarverter 2 - Milking aachine 2 (2.2kw), .ilk pump (50Ow), feeder
.otors (2.2kw).
Solarverter 3 - Milk cooler (3.5kw), .ilk agitator (500w).
The .odel of the solarverter was developed by .easuring its real
operating efficiency and its no-load deaand. The inverter input
energy/hour is plotted as a function of its output energy/hour in figure
3.5. The linear plot demonstrates the constant efficiency of the
solarverter. The slope of the line is the reciprocal of the operating
efficiency and the y-intercept is the no-load demand. These values are
contained in the statiltical su..ary presented in table 3.1.
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TABLE 3.1 Statistical Su.mary of Figure 3.6
I Squared • 0.964
Slope of Regre.sion Line • 1.06
Intercept on Y Axis • 0.32
Standard Error or Estiaate· 0.1
Number of Plotted Point. • 181
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The R2 of 0.964 shows that the regressions line explains 96.4% of the
real variation. The slope of the line is 1.06 giving an efficiency of
94.3%. The y-intercept, representing the no-load demand ia 0.32 kwh/h.
When the solarverters are disconnected from the system their DC
energy demand is aero. They are disconnected when an overload is detected
or when an emergency switch is operated on the dairy farm. These
interruptions are inherent in the hardware and are not controlled by the
microcomputer.
During the verification phase the interruptions are simulated using
software flags. Their starting and ending times are aupplied as input
data to the model in SUBROUTINE LOG. This infor.ation is obtained from
the system log book.
3.4 Model of Line-Commutated Inverter
The 50kVA line-commutated inverter, known aa the 'Minisemi', ia
designed to deliver excess eneray from the PV ayate. to the utility arid.
Durina perioda of prolonged low insolation it ia used in a converter .ode
to recharae the batteriea fro. the utility arid. In the firat year of
operation the solarvertera were unreliable and the minise.i was also used
to aupply energy to the loads.
Thia section deacribes the .inise.i .odel in which the efficiency ia
expreased as a function of the output eneray.
The minisemi usea thyristora for c~tation and consequently ita
operating efficiency ia lower than that of the aolarvertera. A non-linear
relationship exista between the operating efficiency and the AC power.
A quadratic equation [5] can be developed to describe thia curve.
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The hourly energy values used by the model are calculated by
averaging sixty power samples. If the minisemi power varies during a
sampled hour the resulting energy efficiency is not a quadratic function
of the output energy. In fact. it is very random. e.g. if a value of
l2kwh is recorded as the minisemi output energy it may be a) l2kwh for I
hour or b) 36kwh for 20 minutes. The former operates at an efficiency of
66% and the latter at 85%.
A further example. shown in figure 3.7. i. a .catter plot of the
minisemi energy efficiency ver.u. the minisemi output energy for September
1985. A very random plot is obtained.
From this analysis it is clear that the apparent minisemi energy
efficiency i. very dependent on its performance during the sampled hour.
To overcome this problem a separate .odel i. developed for each mode of
operation of the minisemi. The modes are:
1. Minisemi supplying dairy far. loads
2. Both batteries aassing••inisemi delivers exces. to the utility
grid
3. High in.olation with cloud. mini.emi delivers energy to the utility
arid
4. Emergency charging of batteries from the utility arid (converter
.ode).
These .odes of operation are described in detail in Chapter 4 but
they are introduced here to describe the .inise.i model.
3.4.1 Minise.i lupplying dairy farm loads
The .inise.i delivers energy to the dairy far. through the utility
grid. The energy path il Ihown in figure 3.8. This operation occurs when
the lolarverters are not available to lupply the loads (Section 3.3).
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The dairy farm load demand variel between 2.5 kwh/h and 12.0 kwh/h
and a linear model describes the minisemi efficiency in this region. A
Icatter plot of the minilemi efficiency verlus the load demand il shown in
figure 3.9 and a Itatistical summary is presented in table 3.2. The
regression line is lummariled as:
n • 31.57 + 3.36 Eout
where:
(2.5 < Eout < 12.0)
n • Energy efficiency
Eout • AC output energy
The regression line has an R2 of 0.35. The variation about the regression
line in figure 3.9 il due to the fact that in this operating region
small changes in output power (lkw) will cause large changes in operating
efficiency
3.4.2 Both Batteries Gasling, Miniseai Delivers Excels Energy to the
Utility Grid.
When both batteries begin gassing the charging current is reduced by
delivering energy to the utility grid. The amount of energy delivered is
dependent on the excels charging current. This aode of operation noraally
occurl during periods of constant insolation i.e. when there is very
little variation in the cloud cover. Consequently, the energy is
delivered to the utility grid at a conltant rate. A plot of the
efficiency versus output energy, shown in figure 3.10 is very similar to
the efficiency versus power curve supplied by the manufacturer.
Two models were developed: one analytically and one statistically.
Analytical aethods [5] have been developed to describe the efficiency
versus power curves of inverters. In this analysil three points are
selected froa the curve and the following equation i. solved:
n(f) • nl (f-fl)(f-f2) + nfl (1-f)(f:f2) + nf2 (1-£)(f1-f)(1-fl)(1-£2) (1-£1)(fl-£2) (1-£2)(£1-£2)
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TABLE 3.2 Stati.tical Su.mary of Figure 3.9
R Squared • 0.35
Slope of Regre.sion Line • 3.36
Intercept on Y Axi. • 31.57
Standard Error or E.ti.ate· 10.7
Number of Plotted Point. • 26
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where:
nl • the efficiency at full load (f-l)
nfl • the efficiency at the fractional load fl
nf2 • the efficiency at the fractional load f2
Three points were selected from the curve shown in figure 3.6 and
the following equation was solved:
n • 38.5 + 2.17 Eout - 0.035 Eout2
This equation was verified using the methods outlined in section 1.5.6 and
it has an R2 of 0.51.
The statistical model was developed by assuming that a quadratic
relationship exists between the efficiency and the output energy i.e.
n • AEout 2 + BEout + C
where:
n • the efficiency of the .inise.i
Eout • the AC output energy
A,B,C • constants
A regression analysis of the calculated efficiency (n) versus Eout2
and Eout provided an equation:
n • 50.6 + 2.56 Eout - 0.055 Eout2
This equation has an 12 of 0.65.
A higher 12 is difficult to attain due to sa.e power variations
during the s..pled hour.
The statistical .adel is .are accurate than the analytical 80del but
it requires a larger a.ount of data. The analytical .odel is easier to
develop and it is very suitable for .odelling inverters which do not have
operating data.
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TABLE 3.3 Statistical Summary of Figure 3.10 (Step Wise Regrellion)
R • A + BEaut + CEout2
Step 1 Eout
R squared • 0.5
R .quared • 0.65
Constant A • 50.6
Conltant B • 2.56
Constant C • -0.055
Standard Error • 6.9
Number of Plotted Points • 44
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If the DC input energy is known then the AC output energy il
calculated using the above equation
• 50.6 + 2.56 Eout - 0.055 Eout2
which gives:
1o • 50.6 + (2.56 - ---) Eout - 0.055 Eout2
Ein
Eout is calculated by lolving this quadratic equation.
3.4.3 Minisemi Operation During High Insolation with Varying Cloud Cover
During periods of high insolation with varying cloud cover, the
battery is discharged to approximately 80% at full charge. At thil
charge, the battery will accept large current change. caused by variationl
in the array output.
In this .ode, energy is delivered to the utility grid at full
.inisemi rating. Consequently, the operating efficiency il very high. A
Icatter plot of the efficiency verlu. AC output eneray il Ihown in figure
3.11. A linear regression .odel delcribe. thil plot, i.e.,
D • 76.48 + 0.12 x Eout
Thi. regreslion liDe ha. an 12 of 0.68. The variatioD about the line il
.. inly due to .ea.uring point errorl.
3.4.4 Mini.e.i Model During E.ergency Chargina
E.ergency charging of the battery occurl during winter ti.e or during
prolonged periods of low inlolation. During thil .ode of operation the
.inise.i deliverl a con.tant 30A DC at an efficiency of 71%. In this .ode
the DC energy il the output and the AC eneray il the input.
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TABLE 3.4 Statistical Summary of Figure 3.11
R Squared • 0.68
Slope of Regression Line • 0.12
Intercept on Y Axis • 76.48
Standard Error or Estimate· 3.85
Number of Plotted Points
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Swmr:zl?/ of the Minisemi Model
The scatter plot of the minisemi efficiency versus the AC output
energy, shown in figure 3.17, is explained by combining the three modell
as in figure 3.12. From this analysis it is clear that the exact mode of
operation .ust be determined during each sampled hour. The conditionl
which initiate and terminate each .ode are described in Chapter 4.
3.5 Conclusion
Batteries and inverters were in use long before photovoltaics were
accepted as a terrestrial source of energy. Despite this, information
on the modelling of these units is not plentiful. The modell which have
been developed by the manufacturers deal specifically with the internal
design and are not luitable for Iystem modelling. Some battery and
inverter modell have been developed theoretically and verified uling data
from small « 5kWp) PV Iystems. The modelling techniques described in
this chapter are very accurate and are lui table for modelling the
batteriel and inverterl of other PV Iyste...
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CHAPTER 4
Power Management Model
4.1 Introduction
The power management model links the individual hardware models to
simulate the overall performance of the system. In addition, it simulates
non-optimized switching strategies and this characteristic is not
available in existing PV computer models [1-5). This chapter describes
the power management of the Fotavoltaic Project and the techniques used to
develop its model.
4.2 Power Management of the Fotavoltaic Project
The power management of the Fotavoltaic Project is implemented using
a complex switching strategy. The configuration of the thirty switches,
which interconnect the different sub-units, is determined by the PV array
output, the battery state-of-charge and the load demand. The microcomputer
monitors the system every two aeconds and, if necessary, it updates the
configuration of the switches.
The switching strategy and the microcomputer control create a very
flexible power .anagement syste.. The advantages of this are:
- some problems [19) may be corrected using clever software rather than
including oversized hardware.
- The performance of various hardware configurations may be
investigated.
As • result of this flexible power management and the study of the
system operation during ita firat year (1984) seven power management modes
were developed for the present automatic system control.
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Each of these modes, taken as a separate entity, can be compared to the
overall power management of most other projects in the CEC pilot program.
Therefore, the techniques used to model the different power management
modes of the Fotavoltaic Project may be applied directly to the modelling
of other projects. The only difference would be in the sizing of the
components.
4.2.1 Layout of the Fotavoltaic Project
The layout of the Fotavoltaic Project is shown in figures 4.1 and
4.2. The PV array is divided into thirteen subarrays. Each subarray is
connected to either battery 1 or battery 2 when switch K27 is closed. If
K27 is open, the subarrays are connected to battery 2 or they are open-
circuited. During array shutdown the subarrays are connected to battery 1
busbar and K27 is opened.
The three lOkVA self-commutated inverters (solarverters) are
connected to battery 1 or battery 2 or they can be disconnected to reduce
the no-load losses. The three load groups are connected to either the
solarverters or to the utility grid. It is also possible to have one load
group connected to a solarverter and the other load groups connected to
the utility grid.
The SOkVA line-commutated inverter (minisemi) is connected to battery 1
or battery 2. It may also be disconnected from both batteries to minimise
the no-load losses. On the AC side the minisemi is connected to the utility
grid using a manually operated switch. An internal switch is used to select
inverter/converter operation. The power flow through the minisemi is
regulated using a o-lOV signal from the microcomputer.
The thirty switches described in this section are all controlled by
the microcomputer. 251 of control software, which is stored on EPROMS, is
used to i.plement the complex switching strategy described in the following
sections.
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FIGURE 4.2 A.C. POWER DISTRIBUTION
Double Battery operation
Double battery operation was selected to provide each battery with
more charge/discharge cycles. Also each individual battery reaches full
charge more often than if one large battery was used.
The microcomputer selects one battery as the working battery and the
other as a stand-by battery. The working battery supplies the loads and
the stand-by battery is unloaded and is brought to full charge. Battery
charging. described in Chapter 3. is implemented by connecting and
disconnecting subarrays to maintain the battery's voltage and current
within predefined limits. During charging. priority is given to the
working battery.
4.2.2 Power Management Modes
This section describes the seven power management .odes which are
used to control the Fotavoltaic Project. The different modes are:
1. Battery charging and load management when both batteries are
connected (127 closed).
2. Battery charging and load management when only battery 2 i.
connected (127 open).
3. Delivery of excess energy to the utility grid when both batteries
are gassing.
4. Delivery of excess energy to the utility grid during periods of
high insolation and varying cloud cover.
5. Operation of the system if the line-commutated inverter is
disconnected.
6. Nightime/low insolation operation.
7. Emergency charging of the batteries from the utility grid.
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The algorithm which selects the mode of operation for any sampled
hour is shown in figure 4.3. The following section describes the main
features of each mode of operation and Appendix C contains the detailed
control algorithm which simulate each mode.
Mode 1 - Batterry charaging and load derrr:1nd fJhen both batteraies are
connected (X2? closed).
This mode of operation normally occurs during the first three hours
after array start-up and during the last three hours before array
shut-down. It also occurs at midday during low insolation periods. The
priority is to supply the load and to provide both batteries with a proper
charge characteristic. This mode of operation ends when battery
overcharging exists.
Mode 1 is equivalent to the complete power management of the Pellworm
Project.
Mode 2 - Batteray charaging and load dem::znd fJhen on ly batterw 2 is
connected (K27 open).
Mode 2 begins when battery overcharging exists, i.e. when the battery
voltage exceeds 320V (2.4V/cell). When a battery is in a highly charged
state its voltage increases rapidly (3.1.6) with small increases in
current. During periods of high insolation (> O.6kwh/.2) the subarray
switchings of mode 1 are not fast enough to protect the battery from
overcharging. Mode 2 operation was introduced to prevent overcharging and
to reduce the energy losses caused by array shutdowns. Overcharging is
prevented in this mode by open-circuiting individual subarrays.
Mode 2 operation is equivalent to the power aanagement of the Vulcano
Project. This project consists of a 50kwp PV array, a single 1500Ah battery,
a 50kVA self-commutated inverter and a 140kVA line-commutated inverter. The
systea supplies energy to a reaote hamlet on Vulcano Island (Sicily).
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Co~t i~~,.
-------------------------
Mbde 3 - Delivery of excess ene~gy to the utility grid when both
batteries are gassing
If the working battery begins gassing its charging current ia reduced
by disconnecting subarrays and by connecting them to the stand-by battery.
Should the stand-by battery begin gassing the charging current ia reduced
by delivering the excess energy to the utility grid. The amount of energy
delivered to the grid is determined by the excess charging current of the
stand-by battery. In Chapter 5 this operation is improved by increasing
the operating efficiency of the minisemi.
Mbde 4 - Delivery of excess energy to the utility g~id during periods
of high insotation with varying cloud cove~.
The minisemi is capable of accepting a maximum of 34kW of DC power.
During midday the PV array is capable of generating up to 45kW and also at
midday the dairy farm load demand is typically zero. The battery must
therefore accept the llkW balance. If the battery is in a highly charged
state it cannot accept llkW and subarrays are disconnected to avoid
overcharging. When high insolation with varying cloud cover exists, extra
lubarrays are disconnected to reduce the variation in the battery charging
current. In May 1984 this power management mode was analysed and the
following improvements were implemented. Period. of high insolation with
varying cloud cover are predicted, by the microcomputer, by comparing the
aean planar insolation with the aaximua planar irradiance.
The recorded data for March, April and May 1984 vere analysed and it
was found that if the .ean planar insolation va. greater than 0.45 kWh/.2
and the maximum planar irradiance was greater than 0.7 kW/.2 there was.
high probability of subarray disconnection. in the following hours. When
the nev software control recognises this condition <0.45 kWh/m2,
0.7 kW/.2) the battery i. discharged by delivering energy to the utility
grid. Therefore, at midday the battery is not fully charged and is
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capable of accepting the llkW balance. Figure 4.4 and tigure 4.5 show
scatter plots of the PV array output energy versus the planar insolation
for Hay 1984 (prior to improvement) and July 1984 (after improvement).
The low energy values at high insolations during Hay 1984 were due to
subarray disconnections. In July 1984 no subarrays were disconnected.
This mode of operation is not used by other PV projects but it could
be used to overcome some existing problems especially at Hoboken and
Giglio. The techniques used to model Hode 4 operation could readily be
used to optimize the performance of these two projects.
MOde 5 - qperation of the system if the line-commutated inverter
is disconnected
The microcomputer disconnects the ainisemi from the batteries when it
detects an interruption. During the first year of operation the aain
interruptions were caused by fuse failures. These problems were later
.olved by improving the software and by including extra hardware
protection at the DC input.
During the first year a considerable amount of control software (2K)
was written to operate the systea in the absence of the minisemi. The
data which was recorded during these int~rruptions was used to develop the
model for Hode 5. This mode prevents overcharging by open-circuiting
subarrays. The number of subarrays connected to each battery i.
determined by their charging characteristics.
This power .anagement mode is very popular in PV systems which
operate as stand alone systems. Typical examples are Aghia Roumeli, Kaw
and Rondulinu.
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Mode 6 - Night-time and lOLJ inso Zation operation
During these periods the PV array is not available and the load
demand is distributed between both batteries. The model simulates the
load management and the battery protection. This mode begins at array
shut-down and ends at array start-up.
Mode '1 - Emergency Charging from the utility grid
If both batteries are less than 240V (1.8 V/cell) emergency charging
begins. During emergency charging the loads are connected to the utility
grid, the solarverters are disconnected from the batteries and the
minisemi is operated in the converter aode. Battery I is recharged from
the utility grid and battery 2 is recharged using the complete PV array.
When both batteries reach gassing voltage,eaergency charging ends and mode
1 operation begins.
This operation occurs only during periods of prolonged low
insolation.
Load Management
These seven aodes of operation describe the switching strategies of
the PV array, battery and ainiseai. Associated with each aode ia a load
management atrategy which switches the loads between the solarverters and
the utility grid and switches the solarverters between battery I and
battery 2.
When the PV array is operating the three aolarverters are connected
to the working battery and the atand-by battery ia unloaded. At night
the aolarverters are distributed between both batteries. This reduces the
discharge current of each battery and allows .ore energy to be extracted.
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If a battery voltage is less than 250V a software flag is set
indicating that the battery is not available for load supply. When this
occurs all three solarverters are connected to the second battery. Should
this voltage be less than 250V both batteries are not available and the
load groups are disconnected from the solarverters and reconnected to
the utilit1 grid. The batteries will again be available for load supply
when they begin gassing. When this occurs the loads are not reconnected
to the solarverters until the next midday, thus avoiding interruptions to
the milking process.
The load can also be supplied using the minisemi. This operation is
described in section 3.4.1.
4.3 Model Development for the Power Management
The techniques used to model the power management are similar to
those which are used to model the hardware components. First a model
concept is established; this concept is transcribed into software and
finally the simulation is verified by comparing the results to the real
data. This section describes these three phases of the development.
4.3.1 Model Concepts for the Power Management
The seven power management modes, described in the previous section,
were modelled using the following concepts:
- Each mode was defined and described in detail
- The effect on each mode of varying array outputs, battery states of
charge and load demands were examined.
- The conditions which initiate and terminate each -ode were defined.
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The initial model concepts were developed by manually examining three
months recorded data. The data for each hour was examined, the mode of
operation was defined and hypotheses were established to explain the
variations of each mode. When these initial concepts were defined special
.oftware packages were developed to analyse, by computer, all subsequent
data.
The development of the model concepts was time consuming both in man
hours and in computer hours, yet it resulted in a better understanding of
the system and this led to system improvements.
4.3.2 Model Implementation for the Power Management
In this phase the model concepts were converted to control algorithms
and the software logic was written. Figure 4.3 shows the main control
algoritba of the power management. The algorithms which .imulate the
.even power management modes are presented in Appendix C. The hardware
models, described in the previous chapters, are u.ed to implement the
processes and decisions which are described in these algorithms.
The software logic uses flag. to store information on the .tatu. of
the .ystem. Sa-e flags are also used to tran.fer information from one
sampled hour to the next. Sixty flags are used and Appendix D contains a
listing of the .ignificance of each flag. This li.t i. a .ummary of the
logical operations imple.ented during each hourly simulation.
Appendix D also contains a li.ting of fifty three variables which are
used by the .oftware. This li.t i. a summary of the par..eters calculated
during each hourly .imulation.
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4.3.3 Verification of the Power Hanagement Hodel
The hardware models were verified by assessing their accuracy in
simulating the input and output energies of the units. The power
management model is verified by assessing its accuracy in simulating the
DC and AC energy distributions.
The procedures used during this verification are summarised as
follows:
First, the simulation for the complete sampled period is analysed.
Figure 4.6 shows both the actual and the simulated energy for the sampled
period October 1985. Table 4.1 is the energy summary of this Iraph.
In this example the DC and AC energy distributions are modelled showing a
difference of less than 8%.
The daily simulations are next analysed. These resulta are presented
as daily energy summaries and an example is shown in table 4.2. The aim
of this daily analysis is to assess the accuracy of the model during
different climatic conditions.
Finally, the hourly aimulations are analy.ed. Thi. i. the most
important verification procedure .ince the model operatea on an hourly
basis. The battery net enerlY, inverter input enerlY and the inverter
energy to the loads are used as parameters to assess the accuracy of
aodelling the DC and AC energy distributions. These parameters are
analysed using the scatter plots and the regreasion analysis techniques
outlined in .ection 1.5.6.
Figure 4.7 is an example of a scatter plot for the inverter input
energy. The statistical parameter 12 i. 0.96 i.e. the simulation explain.
96% of the real variation.
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TABLE 4.1 ENERGY SUMMARY OF COMPLETE SAMPLED PERIOD.
OCTOBER 1985
array output energy:
battery net. energy:
inverter input energy:
inverter output energy:
energy to utility grid:
PV energy to load:
ESB energy to load
% of inverter operation
.easured
kWh
744.91
-1. 75
672.54
424.92
309.77
123.82
207.68
0.63
ai.ulated
kWh
746.61
9.03
673.18
388.37
278.85
109.52
221. 97
0.58
error
%
0.2
3.5
0.1
-8.0
-1. 7
-4.5
6.0
-7.9
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TABLE 4.2 DAILY ENERGY SUMMARIES OF SIMULATION.
--------------------------------------------------------
OCTOBER 7 1985
array output energy:
battery net. energy:
inverter input energy:
inverter output energy:
energy to utility grid:
PV energy to load
ESB energy to load
% of inverter operation
OCTOBER 8 1985
array output energy:
battery net. energy:
inverter input energy:
inverter output energy:
energy to utility grid:
PV energy to load
ESB energy to load
% of inverter operation
OCTOBE R 9 1985
array output energy:
battery net. energy:
inverter input energy:
inverter output energy:
energy to utility grid:
PV energy to load
ESB energy to load
% of inverter operation
OCTOBER 10 1985
array output energy:
battery net. energy:
inverter input energy:
inverter output energy:
energy to utility grid:
PV energy to load
ESB energy to load
% of inverter operation
measured
kWh
121. 54
9.88
103.39
67.37
55.92
15.00
21.55
0.65
measured
kWh
43.12
-9.11
33.60
10.22
1. 86
8.12
30.16
0.30
measured
kWh
67.37
-0.21
58. 70
26. 70
19.20
13.23
29.55
0.45
measured
kWh
14.31
-10.63
15.31
1. 40
1.66
1. 57
31. 92
0.09
simulated
kWh
123.62
4.25
110.97
68.82
56.26
12.56
23.99
0.62
simulated
kWh
42.95
-4. 70
39.25
9.93
2.26
7.68
30.61
0.25
simulated
kWh
66.95
-6.45
65.00
31.30
15. 21
16.09
26.69
0.48
simulated
kWh
15.58
-7.29
17.61
1. 66
1. 66
O.UO
33.50
0.u9
error
kWh
2.08
-5.63
7.58
1.45
0.34
-2.44
2.44
-0.03
error
kWh
-0.17
4.41
5.65
-0.29
0.40
-0.45
0.45
-0.05
error
kWh
-0.42
-6.24
6.30
4.60
-4.00
2.86
-2.86
0.03
error
kWh
1. 27
3.34
2.30
0.26
0.00
-1. 57
1. 57
0.00
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Improvemen ts to POlJer 1ttInagemen t Mode l
The aims of the verification phase are to assess the accuracy of the
simulation and to recommend changes in the model concepts. The hourly
simulations are verified and the model concepts are improved using the
following procedures.
Scatter plots are obtained and they are examined for outliers.
The outliers represent errors in the model. An example of an outlier is
shown in figure 4.7. The hourly simulations which produce the outliers
are determined by examining the data of the scatter plots. A detailed
analysis of an hourly simulation is performed by examining:
- its mode of operation
- its input data
- its simulated DC and AC energy distribution
- the values of the software variables
- the state of the software flags.
During the verification phase ~his information is printed for each
hourly limulation. An example is presented in table 4.3.
The first line of table 4.3 describes the mode of operation during
the hour. The next eleven lines describe the input data. The data linel
"2" and "3" occur twice. The first line "2" represents the real data and
the second line "2" represents the equivalent simulated data. A similar
procedure is adopted for line "3". This information is used to compare
the real and si.ulated energy distributions.
The software variables (YAK (1) to YAK (53» describe the
calculations which were performed during the sampled hour and the logic
variables (COND (1) and COND (60» describe the Itate of the software
flags.
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1.80, 1.80, 2.00
IS.00, 10.OU, 4.00
22.00, 2S.00, 14.00
19.00, 38.00, 42.00
0.01, 0.00, 0.68
VAR( 4)- 207.56
VAR( 8)- 0.00
VAR(14)- 0.00
VAR(18)- 0.00
VAR(24)- 16.62
VAR(28)- 6.41
VAR(34)- 0.00
VAR(38)- -4.82
VAR(44)- 0.00
VAR(48)- 0.00
TABLE 4.3 DATA USED DURING THE VERIFICATION OF THE HOURLY SIMULATIONS.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HODE 2
%FOTA%03-10-85 , 12.00
1, 0.43, 0.67, 8.70,153.00, 1.90, 2.60, 2.00, 0.00,
2, 15.00, 21.00, 25.00, 0.00, 5.50, 2.50, 19.UO, 13.15, 16.00, 0.00
2, 15.00, 24.19, 24.32, 0.00, 4.50, 0.00, 19.47, 15.81, 15.46, 0.00
3, U.OO, 0.00, 0.00, 0.35,
3, 0.09, 0.09, 0.00, 0.18,
4, 1.90, 1.90, 1.80, 1.80, 1.70, 2.00, 2.20,
5, 2.10, 2.UO, 1.30, 22.00, 24.00, 21.00, 13.00,
6,288.00, 5.20, 29.00, 20.00, 97.00,275.00, 0.34,
7, 0.40, 1.10, 0.30, 0.70, 0.61, 1.40, 19.00,
8, 1.90, 2.30, 2.00,952.00,951.00, 11.00, 1.10,
VAR( 1)- 267.22 VAR( 2)- 270.69 VAR( 3)- 168.96
VAR( 5)- 0.00 VAR( 6)- 0.00 VAR( 7)- O.UO
VAR( 9)- 267.22 VAR(lO)- 292.12
VAR(11)- 0.00 VAR(12)- 0.00 VAR(13)- 0.00
VAR(15)c 18.47 VAR(16)- 0.48 VAR(17)- 0.51
VAR(19)- 0.00 VAR(20)- 0.00
VAR(21)- 0.00 VAR(22)- 4.50 VAR(23)- 0.00
VAR(25)- 0.00 VAR(26)- 0.00 VAR(27)- 0.00
VAR(29)- 0.00 VAR(30)- 26.00
VAR(31)- 0.00 VAR(32)- 0.00 VAR(33)- 77.48
VAR(35)- 82.08 VAR(36)- 1.10 VAR(37)- 0.00
VAR(39)- 24.32 VAR(40)- 0.67
VAR(41)- 0.60 VAR(42)- 0.00 VAR(43)- 15.64
VAR(45)- 0.00 VAR(46)- 0.00 VAR(47)- 0.00
VAR(49)- 0.58 VAR(50)- 24.19
COND( 1)- F COND( 2)- F COND( 3)- F COND( 4)- F
COND( 5)- F COND( 6)- F COND( 7)- T COND( 8)- F
COND( 9)- F COND(IO)- F
COND(II)- F CONO(12)- F COND(13)- F COND(14)- F
COND(15)- F CO~D(16)- F COND(17)- F COND(18)- F
COND(19)- T COND(20)- F
COND(21)- F CONO(22)- F COND(23)- F COND(24)- F
COND(25)- F COND(26)- F COND(27)- F COND(28)- T
CO~D(29)- F COND(30)- F
COND(31)- F CONO(32)- F COND(33)- T COND(34)- F
COND(35)- F COND(36)- F COND(37)- T COND(38)- F
CONO(39)- F COND(40)- T
COND(41)- T COND(42)- F COND(43)- F COND(44)- F
COND(45)- F COND(46)- F COND(47)- T COND(48)- F
COND(49)- F COND(50)- F
CONo(51)- F CONO(52)- F COND(53)- F COND(54)- F
COND(5S)- F COND(56)- F COND(S7)- F COND(S8)- F
COND(S9)- F CONO(60)- F
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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This data combined with the control algorithms provide a fast and
efficient method for improving the power management model.
4.4 Conclusion
The Fotavoltaic Project has a complex power management. During the
development of its model seven power management models were identified and
a separate model was developed for each. The modes cater for all possible
combinations of PV array, battery, inverters, loads and utility grid.
Their models can be used to simulate all existing PV systems except those
which have DC/DC converters. A DC/DC converter was not installed in the
Fotavoltaic system.
The verification procedures described in this chapter provide a fast
and efficient method of debugging the model. Using an accurate model
similar procedures would examine the hourly and daily performance of any PV
system.
The double battery operation provides ideal battery management but it
requires a complex software control. Consequently, the power management
model is more complex and more difficult to develop than if one battery
vas used.
The development of the power management model requires a thorough
knowledge of both the control software and the characteristics of the
hardware components.
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CHAPTER 5
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
5.1 Introduction
Optimization techniques have been developed by PV system designers
[82,83,87] to minimise the overall cost of the generated energy. These
techniques identify the optimum component sizes taking into account the
component costs, the component characteristics, the load variation and
the geographical location. The computer model described in this thesis
can perform similar optimizations.
The main advantages of this computer model over existing computer
models are:
(a) Existing computer models assume that the PV array, battery,
inverters and loads are single units and that the power management
i. optimized. This computer model .imulates the performance of a
PV system in which the main hardware units are divided into
.ubunit. (13 subarrays, 2 batteries, 4 inverter., 3 loads) and the
power management i. not optimized. It can therefore be used to
improve the performance of an existing non-optimized system.
(b) Some optimization techniques [87] use analytical .ethods based on
mean .onthly data. These analysis techniques are very fast but
they provide very little information on the detailed perforaance
of the system. Since this computer model operates on an hourly
basis it can examine detailed performance such as; the occurrance
of battery deep-discharge or overcharge, energy 10s8 due to
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overcharging, performance during extreme variations of insolation
or load demand etc. These details play an essential part in the
optimization of the performance efficiency and reliability of a PV
system.
Experience with PV systems (101] has shown that poor system
performance is due to:
- hardware failures
- non-optimized hardware design
- non-optimized power management
- undersizing of components
- changes in the load demand
- changes in the load profile.
This chapter describes how the computer model can be used to address
these problems. The techniques are presented in four main sections which
are summarised as follows:
(1) The PV system performance is improved as a result of analysing the
response of the model to simulated changes in both the hardware
design and the power management. These are the least expensive
changes which can improve the .ystem performance.
(2) The computer model examines how the performance can be improved by
changing the size of individual components. The model calculates
the minimum battery and inverter sizes required to achieve maximum
performance. These modelling techniques can be used, for example,
when a PV system needs to be updated due to an increase in the daily
load demand.
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(3) In this section the computer model calculates the optimum PV
system design using meteorological data and load profiles as
inputs. This involves calculating the optimum PV array tilt and
also calculating the optimum PV array/battery combination to
reduce the overall cost. These techniques are the basis for the
design of any PV system.
(4) The computer model examines how PV system design and cost vary
with the load profile. Four load profiles are selected for
analysis i.e.
night-time load only
daytime load only
constant demand
variable load demand.
A PV system is designed for each. Component sizes and system
costs are compared.
Throughout this chapter the analysis is based on the data from the
Fotavoltaic system. It is important to remember, however, that
this is just an example and that similar techniques can be applied
to any other PV system.
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5.2 Optimization Parameters
The optimization of a PV system involves the attainment of maximum
performance, efficiency and reliability at the .inimum cost. This section
describes the parameters which measure these characteristics.
a) System Performance
The performance of a PV system is measured by examining the main aims
of the system design. In the Fotavoltaic project the main aim of the PV
system is to supply the dairy farm load independent of the utility grid.
A secondary aim of the design is to deliver all excess energy to the
utility grid.
The performance of the system is therefore assessed by measuring the
fraction of the total load which is supplied by PV i.e.
% of load supplied by PV • PV energy to loadTotal load energy x 100
The total load energy consists of the PV energy and the energy from the
utility grid. The optimum value for this parameter is 100%.
b) System Efficiency
The overall design efficiency is measured by expressing the total AC
energy produced as • fraction of the total horizontal insolation.
ODE •
Total AC output energy
Total horizontal insolation * 100
This is a measure of the combined efficiencies of the PV array, battery
and inverters. i.e.
ODE
where
ntilt
• Dtilt * Darray * nbattery * ninverter
(• planar insolation
• tilt efficiency of the array horizontal insolation )
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narray
nbattery
• PV array efficiency efficiency (DC energy/planar
insolation)
• battery efficiency • ~Estored/(Ein - Eout )
where ~ Es tored •
•
•
change in the amount of energy stored
input energy (charging)
output energy (discharging)
ninverter • inverter efficiency • AC Energy/DC Energy
The overall design efficiency can therefore measure improvements due to
changes in the hardware design or in the power management.
c) System reliability
The reliability of the system is optimized by operating the
components within the limits specified by the manufacturers. In the
optimization software the simulated data is tested for the following
conditions:
- Deep-discharge is not allowed « 1.865 V/cell)
- Overcharging is not allowed (> 2.4V/cell)
- The instantaneous battery voltage is always greater than 240V and
less than 350V. (This is the input voltage range of the inverters).
- Subarray switchings are .iniaised to improve the reliability of the
I
DC contactors.
If these conditions occur during the optimization a message is
printed describing the potential fault e.g.,
DEEP-DISCHARGE CONDITION AT 13-09-85, 13:00
d) System Costs
The cost of the components is expressed in $ and the rates were
obtained from Maycock [99] and froa .anufacturers data sheets.
In the following analysis the data for 1985 was selected.
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Figure 5.1 Ihows the'.ean daily horizontal insolation per .onth for
1985 (histogram) and for the period 1969 to 1980 (asterisk). Thil plot
showl that the insolation for each month, except April and November, was
below normal. In fact the data for the aonths May, to October represent
the worst insolation for the period 1969 to 1986. The total inlolation
for the year was 15% below normal. Based on these factors the data can be
used to optimize the system performance for worse case conditionl.
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5.3 Modelling of Changes to the Hardware Design and Power Management
The PV system performance is improved as a result of analysing the
response of the model to simulated changes in both the hardware design and
in the power management. This section describes the techniques which are
used to simulate the following hardware and software changes and it
discusses the results of each simulation.
Hardware
(a) One 600 Ah battery is used instead of two 300 Ah batteries.
(b) The load demand is matched to the available insolation by
including an ice-producing facility in the dairy farm.
(c) (a) and (b) are used in combination.
Software
(d) The power management of the minisemi is adjusted to operate it
only in its high efficiency region.
5.3.1
(a)
Simulations of Changes in the Hardware Design
One 600 Ah battery is used instead of two 300 Ah batteries. Double
battery operation was selected as it improves the battery performance by
providing more charge/discharge cycles than would be the case if only one
large battery was used. Also each battery reaches full charge at regular
intervals.
The main disadvantage of double battery operation is the extra
complexity and consequently the extra software required for the power
management. In the Fotavoltaic .ystem 25K of control software is required
to control and monitor the .ystea. If a .ingle battery was used this
could be reduced to 15K.
Another disadvantage is that the load capacity is reduced by using
two s.aller batteries rather than one large battery. Thi. is discussed in
further detail on the following page.
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This section describes the techniques used to simulate the
performance of a 600 Ah battery and it compares the results with the
existing double battery operation.
The simulation of a single 600 Ah battery operation requires the
development of the following models.
A model of the 600 Ah battery
A model of its power management
A model of its load capacity.
The model of the 600 Ah battery is calculated using the concepts
described in Chapter 3. The external voltage is:
V • VI + V2 + V3
where VI • no-load voltage as a function of Ah capacity
V2 • voltage due to the constant internal resistance
V3 • the polarization resistance.
The no-load voltage is calculated using the concepts outlined in
section 3.2.4, i.e. a linear relationship exists between the no-load
voltage and the battery state of charge.
At 20% SOC (120 Ah)
At 100% SOC (600 Ah)
V • 250V
V • 289V
Using this linear relationship the no-load voltage ia defined as:
• 250 + 0.08 (Ah-120)
A 600 Ah battery is equivalent to two 300 Ah batteries in parallel.
Therefore, the external voltage of a 600 Ah battery at a current I is equal
to the external voltage of a 300 Ah battery at a current 1/2. The 300 Ah
model is adjusted to live:
V2 • 0.0536 * 1/2
V3 • 6.7 In (1/2 + 1)
The power aanagement of a single battery operation is already described by
Mode 2 operation.
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Battery Load Capacity
The load capacity of a battery refers to the amount of energy which
can be removed at a given load demand. This section compares the load
capacity of a single 600 Ah battery with that of two independent 300 Ah
batteries.
In the Fotavoltaic System the minimum battery voltage allowed by the
microcomputer is 250V. During the milking period, at low insolation, the
discharge current is 3lA.
Using the 300 Ah battery model (described in Section 3.2.4) this 3lA
will cause a voltage drop of 24.84V and both batteries must have a minimum
capacity of 2l7Ah to prevent the battery voltage reaching 250V. Therefore
the maximum amount of Ah which can be removed during these conditions is 2
* (300-217) • 166Ah.
Using the 600Ah battery (described above) a 3lA discharge will cause
a voltage drop of 19.43V and the battery must have miminum capacity of
314 Ah to prevent the battery reaching 250V. Therefore, the maximum
amount of Ah which can be removed using a 600 Ah battery is
600-314 • 286 Ah.
This calculation shows that by using a single 600 Ah battery instead
of two independent 300 Ah batteries an extra 119 Ah can be removed. This
is equivalent to 32 kWh which is then available to the loads.
The results of the simulation are presented in figure 5.2. The
figure shows that the system performance could be improved during each
month of the year if a iingle battery was used. During the Spring and
Vernal equinoxes the system is very much dependent on the performance of
the battery because the sun, at these times of the year, is low in the sky
during morning and afternoon ailking. The extra load capacity of the
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600 Ah battery is, therefore, most beneficial during these periods and as
can be seen in figure 5.2 the system performance actually increases
considerably.
In summary, by using a 600 Ah battery the PV system is capable of
supplying 47.2% of the annual load demand during worse case conditions.
This compares with 29% using the existing double battery operation.
b) The Dairy Farm Load is Matched to the PV Array Output using an
Ice Producing Unit
Milking occurs during the early morning (7:30-10:00) and the late
afternoon (16:30-18:00). The milk is collected every morning and is
transported to the local creamery. At midday there is no load demand on
the dairy farm and the PV energy is used to charge the batteries or, if
excess energy exists, it is sent to the utility grid.
During tne milking periods and the nightime the milk is cooled using
a 3.5 kW compressor. The disadvantages of this operation are:
it increases the load demand during the milking periods.
- it discharges the batteries at nightime.
The load demand on the dairy farm could be better matched to the
available PV energy by the installation of an ice-producing unit. The
ice, produced during aid-day, could then be used to cool the milk during
the milking periods and the nightiae. The existing cooler can be used to
produce the ice and therefore no changes are required to the inverter
design or the power management. A detailed description of the ice
producing unit and the amount of ice required is presented in Appendix E.
Based on these calculations the operation may be summarised as follows:
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1. The ice producing unit should not be used during the milking
periods or during the night-time.
2. The unit should operate continuously between 10:00 and 16.30
to produce sufficient ice for the dairy farm.
3. The existing compressor could be used to produce the ice.
The results of this simulation are presented in figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 shows that the performance increases during each month of
the year. The increase is due to the better daily matching of the load to
the PV array output and also to the reduction in load demand during the
morning and afternoon milking periods.
In summary, by using an ice-producing unit on the dairy farm the PV
system is capable of .upplying 50% of the annual load demand during worst
case conditions, compared with the existing performance of 29%.
(c) A Single 600 Ah Battery i. used in Combination with an
Ice-Producing Unit
The computer model simulates the operation of a 600 Ah battery in
combination with an ice-producing unit by combining the two previous
simulations. The results are presented in figure 5.4.
These results show that by using this design the PV system is capable
of supplying 65% of the total load demand during worst case conditions.
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PV
These three simulations show that the performance of the .ystem can
be considerably improved. The main problem associated with these hardware
changes are:
- the cost of the ice-producing unit and the rewiring of the batteries
- new control software is required.
In the following section (section 5.4) the model examines how the
performance can be further improved by changing the size of the battery.
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5.3.2 Simulation of Changes in the Power Management
In this section the model is used to determine the improvements which
can be implemented by changing the power management of the system.
(d) Operate the minimsemi only at its highest efficiency.
When both batteries begin gassing the excess energy is delivered to
the utility grid. The amount of energy delivered depends on the excess
charging current of the stand-by battery. Presently, if the PV system
generates 10kWh excess energy it is delivered to the utility grid as 10kw
for one hour at an efficiency of 71%. It is more efficient, however, to
deliver 30kw for 20 minutes at 85% efficiency.
The main disadvantage of this control is that, because more energy
flows through the battery, the energy losses increase. The purpose of
this study is to examine if the battery losses are compensated for by the
increase in efficiency of the minisemi.
In this simulation the minisemi is assumed to operate only at its
highest efficiency of 85%. This is simulated by changing the minisemi
efficiency model of mode 3 from a quadratic equation to a fixed value of
0.85. Improvements are measured by examining the AC energy delivered to
the utility grid.
Simulations were performed on the data for the months March to
October 1985 and the results are presented in figure 5.5. These results
show that during each month there is an increase of over 10% in the energy
delivered to the utility grid. The net increase for the year i. 12.9%.
This i. an example of how a PV system performance can be improved by
implementing a simple (and inexpensive) software change. However, without
the use of a computer model the merits of this operation would be
difficult to predict.
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5.4 Optimization of Component Sizes
These techniques are the basis for updating an existing system in
which the components are undersized or the load demand has increased.
This section examines how the existing performance can be improved by
changing the size of individual components. The model calculates the
minimum battery and inverter size required to achieve maximum
performance.
5.4.1 Minimum Size of the Battery
Even though 1985 data represents worst case conditions the PV system
produced sufficient AC energy to supply the total AC load. In the
previous section the model showed that by improving the hardware design
the system could supply a maximum of 65% of this energy to the load. The
remaining 35% had to be sent to the utility grid as the 600 Ah battery was
not capable of storing the total energy produced by the PV array. In this
section the model is used to calculate the minimum battery size required
to maximise the amount of PV energy supplied to the load.
The minimum battery size is dete~ined by plotting the % LOAD
SUPPLIED BY THE PV as a function of the BATTERY Ah for different months.
The results of these simulations are shown in figure 5.6. These results
show that if the PV system is required to supply 100% of the load during
worst case conditions a 1700 Ah battery is required. However, if a 90%
supply is acceptable during worst case conditions then a 1093 Ah battery
is sufficient (N.B. 600 Ah @ 268 V cost $41,000) (13% of the total PV
array/battery cost).
Figure 5.6 also shows that September represents the worst case
conditions. This is due to the fact that the PV array output is low
during the ailking periods and the load demand is high at 60 kWh/day (63%
of summer load).
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5.4.2 Optimum Size of the Line-Commutated Inverter
The optimum size of the line-commutated inverter is determined by
simulating the system performance with different sized inverters and by
analysing the changes in the OVERALL DESIGN EFFICIENCY. The existing
inverter accepts a maximum of 34kW DC. In this analysis the system is
simulated with inverter sizes ranging from 15 kW to 34kW. The 15kW size is
the minimum size required to recharge the batteries from the utility grid.
When an inverter cannot deliver all the excess energy to the utility
grid subarrays are open-circuited and this causes a reduction in the PV
array output and in the OVERALL DESIGN EFFICIENCY. However, advantages
of using a smaller inverter are that they are cheaper and also they
operate closer to full rate (and maximum efficiency) more often than
larger inverters. The optimum inverter size occurs when the efficiency
losses due to subarray disconnections are compensated for by the
increased operating efficiency of the inverter.
The simulations are implemented using data from Hay 30 to June 3rd
1985. This period had very high insolation (6.5kWh/m/day) and the maximum
excess energy was delivered to the utility grid each day.
The results of the simulations are shown in figure 5.7. Figure 5.7
is a plot of the OVERALL DESIGN EFFICIENCY (ODE) versus the minisemi
rating and it shows a weak aaximum about the 25kW range.
Below the 25kW range the ODE is low because energy is lost due to
subarray disconnections since this size of inverter cannot deliver all of
the excess energy to the utility grid.
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At the 25kW range some energy is lost due to subarray disconnections
but this is compensated for by the extra AC energy generated due to the
high efficiency operation of the inverter.
Above the 25kW range all excess energy is delivered to the utility
grid but at a lower efficiency.
These results show that the optimum inverter size is 25kW (36kVA)
rather than the existing 34kW (50kVA). In the initial design a cheaper
inverter and a cheaper interface to the utility grid could have been
installed.
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5.5 Optimum System Design
This section describe how the computer model is used to calculate
the optimum design from the meteorological data and the load profile.
The optimum design is the design which produces maximum performance at
minimum cost.
The first task [94,95] in desig~ing a PV system is to specify the
requirements of the user. This involves specifying the critical loads
and the acceptable performance during worst case conditions. In this
study the computer model also examines how the system design and cost
vary with the requirements of the user.
The second task is to identify the worst case condition. In most PV
applications worst case conditions occur in December. However, in this
application the seasonal load demand is matched to the PV array output
and figure 5.6 shows that worst case conditions occur in September.
This section describes how the computer .odel ia used to calculate
the optimum PV array tilt and the optimum PV array/battery combination to
reduce the overall costs. Identical procedures can be used in the
optimization of any other PV system design.
5.5.1 Optimum Tilt of the PV Array
The insolation on the plane of the array ia dependent on the
latitude, tilt, day of the year, ti.e of the day and the direct and
diffuse components of the insolation. When a PV system is desianed the
array tilt is selected to aatch the array output with the seasonal
demands of the user. Neville [98] has developed an analytical equation
to calculate the optimum tilt at any latitude. However, the equation
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does not consider local weather conditions as it assumes clear sky
conditions at all times. It is therefore not suitable for Irish
applications where the diffuse fraction is 60% of the total insolation.
In this study the optimum tilt is calculated for the long term
(1969-1978) average global insolation. The data which has been recorded
at Fota since January 1984 is not a good representation of the average
insolation. It was therefore necessary to select sections of each month
in which the mean daily insolation was equal to the long term average.
Evans [4] states that 'three is a sufficient number of days to
accommodate weather variations for any month'. In this analysis the
statistical significance of the results was improved by selecting five
days from each month.
A computer program was written to examine the data from each month
and the periods selected are lilted in table 5.1
The computer model is used to calculate the mean daily planar
insolation for each tilt angle and for each month and the results are
presented in figure 5.8.
The optimum PV array tilt is the tilt which produces the maximum PV
array output during worst case conditions. Worst case conditions for the
Fotavoltaic system occur during March and September. Figure 5.8 shows
that due to the high diffuse component of the insolation during the
months September to March the effect of the PV array tilt is minimal.
During September, the maximum PV array output occurs for any angle
between 10° and 33°. During March the maximum PV array output occurs for
any angle between 25° and 60°. Consequently the optimum angle for March
and September lies between 25° and 33°. A plot of the mean daily planar
insolation for the year shows that within this region (25°-33°) the
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Table 5.1 Periods Selected to Calculate the Optimum PV Array Tilt
The mean daily horizontal insolation of the following periods
is the same as the mean daily horizontal insolation for the
period 1969 to 1980.
Month Period Mean for Mean
(date) Period 1969-1980
kWh/m2/day kWh/m2/day
January 27-31 0.65 0.649
February 23-27 1.205 1.24
March 14-18 2.211 2.19
April 6-10 3.739 3.73
May 9-13 4.75 4.82
June 1- 5 5.08 5. 15
July 14-19 4.31 4.33
August 2- 6 4.03 4.06
September 10-14 2.78 2.74
October 7-11 1.492 1.56
November 16-20 0.746 0.773
December 7-11 0.471 0.502
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Figure 5.8 Mean Daily Planar Insolation for Each tilt and For Each Month
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maximum yearly output occurs for an angle of 25°. By specifying the worse
case conditions the computer model can calculate the optimum tilt using
the procedures outlined above.
The main disadvantage of this analysis is that it requires a large
amount of data and consequently the analysis is slow. However, the
results are very accurate and they can be used to calculate the optimum
tilt for a PV application in the region. The procedures are far more
accurate than existing analytical methods [98] as they take into account
the local climatic condition.
5.5.2 Optimum PV Array/Battery Combinations
The optimum PV array battery combination provides maximum performance
at minimum cost. This is the basis for the design of any PV system. This
section describes how the minimum cost is calculated and how it varies
with the requirements of the user.
The first task of the computer model is to examine how the system
performance varies with different combinations of PV array and battery.
The results of these simulations are presented in figure 5.10. Figure
5.10 shows the combinations which supply 100%, 95%, 90% and 85% of the
load during worst case conditions.
These results identify the minimum PV array size (and its
corresponding storage) and the .inimum storage (and its corresponding PV
array size). The optimum combination lies between these limits. For
example, figure 5.10 shows that if 100% performance is required the
minimum PV array size is 40 kWp (+ 1950 Ah) and the .inimum battery size
is 1300 (Ah + 75 kWp). The minimum battery size actually represents the
minimum size which is required to support the daily loads during low
insolation periods. The .inimum PY array size is the size which supplies
the basic needs of system.
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This plot shows the combinations of PV array/battery which will
supply 100%, 90% and 85% of the load during worse case conditions.
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This plot shows the COlt of the PV array/battery combination presented
in figure 5.10.
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The optimum combination is determined by minimising the cost i.e.,
COST • A * PV Array + B * Battery Size
where A, B are the unit costs of the PV array and battery.
(A· $5/Wp Haycock [99], B • $0.25/Wh (Varta»
The total cost is calculated for each combination shown in figure 5.10
and the results are presented in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11 shows that if 100% performance is required the minimum
cost of the PV array and battery is $352,000. Furthermore, if 90% is
acceptable during worst case condition the cost can be reduced by 14%
($50,000). In practice this system should be designed to supply 90% of
the load during worst case conditions and a backup generator should be
included to supply the loads during periods of prolonged low insolation.
The above calculations are based on minimising the initial
investment cost. It is also important to minimise the system cost over
the lifetime of the plant. The Fotavoltaic System has a lifetime of
twenty years but the battery lifetime [100] is limited to ten years.
Therefore, when calculating the system COlt over it. lifetime it is
necessary to consider the cost of replacing the battery.
i.e.
lifetime cost • A * PV .ize + 2 * B * Battery .ize
where A,B are the unit costs of the PV array and battery.
Figure 5.12 shows a plot of the initial cost and the lifetime cost
for the 90% performance data (figure 5.11). This plot shows that the
minimum lifetime cost occurs for a combination of a 50 kWp PV array and a
1093 Ah battery. The minimum initial cost occurs for a combination of
40 kWp PV array and a 1533 Ah battery. The initial cost and lifetime
cost for each combination are summarised as follows:
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50kWp, 1093 Ah
40kWp, 1533 Ah
difference
Initial COlt
$323,000
$302,000
$ 21,000
$396,000
$405,000
$ 9,000
fIGURE 5.12 INITIAL AND LIFETIME COSTS
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5.6 PV SYSTEM DESIGN AS A FUNCTION OF THE LOAD PROFILE
The design of a PV system is very dependent on the load profile. If
the load profile is matched to the available insolation the battery cost
can be reduced considerably. However, if the PV system is treated as a
conventional generator where 100% supply on demand is expected (e.g.
Greek Island electricity supply policy) the PV system costs increase
considerably.
In this study the computer model examines how the PV system design
and cost varies with the load profile. Four load profiles are selected
for analysis and in each case the total daily load demand is assumed to be
10 kWh.
PV applications in Ireland are limited to situations where the load
demand has the same aeasonal variation as the available insolation. The
most important example are: the dairy industry, tourist industry and
recreational facilities. In the following analysis the PV system is
designed to supply loads which only occur between March and September.
Experience with the Fotavoltaic System (and would apply to all PV systems
at Northern European Latitudes) showed that durinl the winter months
(especially December and January) the priority should be to protect the
battery rather than supply any load.
The four load profiles selected for analysis are:
1. Night-time load only e.l. public lilhtinl at remote caravan parks
2. Daytime load only e.g. water pumping at remote locations.
3. Constant load demand e.g. refrigeration
4. Variable load demand e.l. holiday homes.
The four load profilea are shown in figure 5.1.3. In this analysis
the PV aystems are designed to operate in a stand-alone mode. Their
configuration is shown in filure 5.14 i.e. a PV array (divided into
subarrays for battery management), a single battery and a high efficiency
(>90%) self-commutated inverter.
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Figure 5.14 PV System design for
stand alone applications
Load
The first task in the design of any PV system is to identify the
critical loads (94.95J. These are the loads which require 100% supply
during specific periods. In the above four examples the loads require
100% supply between the months March and September.
The second task is to identify the worst case conditions. In the
above example worst case conditions occur during March and September.
The data from 1985 is especially interesting as the insolation for these
months was 10% below normal.
The optimum PV array tilt is obtained using the theories outlined in
section 5.5. In these applications the optimum tilt is 25° (as in the
case of the Fotavoltaic System).
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The PV array/battery combinations which supply the complete load
demands are selected using the procedures outlined in section 5.5.2 and
are presented in figure 5.15. This plot shows that for each load profile
there is a minimum battery size. This minimum battery size is actually
the battery size which is required to support the load during very low
insolation periods.
The minimum PV array and battery costs are calculated using the
procedures outlined in section 5.5.2. Figure 5.16 is a plot of the
initial cost and the lifetime cost as a function of the PV array/battery
combination for each load profile.
These results show that even though the total daily load demands are
the same the lifetime costs vary from $62,100 to $76,800 and the initial
costs vary from $48,000 to $60,000. The most expensive system, as
expected, is the system with the night-time load and the least expensive
is the system with the daytime load. In all cases, except for the
minimum lifetime cost of the system with the night-time load, the optimum
PV array size is 8kWp. The corresponding battery sizes (figure 5.l3)
vary from 40 kWh to 80 kWh. This shows that the optimum battery size is
very dependent on the load profile whereas the optimum PV array size
depends on the total daily load.
Existing design rules which use the total daily load rather than the
load profile, can accurately predict the optimum PV array size but they
cannot predict the optimum battery size. The design of the Fotavoltaic
System is a clear example of this, i.e. the 50 kWp PV array is the
optimum size to minimise the lifetime costs (section 5.5) whereas the
600 Ah battery is undersized by 45% (optimum· 1000 Ah).
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Figure 5.15 PV Array/battery combinations for the
following load profiles
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2. Daytime load profile
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The above analysis described how a PV system is designed for a given
load profile. For existing PV systems these techniques can be used to
establish guidelines for load management. Load management i. necessary
when the load profile or the load demand changes. The above examples show
how the model can examine criteria such as: matching the daily load to
the available insolation; minimising the night-time load and minimising
the instantaneous loads. These are the basic criteria for load management
in PV systems.
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Figure 5.16: Initial Cost and Lifetime COlt Versul
PV array/battery Combinations
1. Nightime load profile
2. Daytime load profile
3. Constant load profile
4. Household load profile
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5.7 Summary
Even though the insolation for 1985 was 15% below normal the PV
system generated sufficient energy to supply the total load demand.
Despite this, only 29% of the load was supplied by PV while 71% was
supplied by the utility grid. During the year 68% of the PV energy (AC)
was sent to the utility grid as excess energy. This chapter examines new
system designs which would improve the performance of the PV system. It
also lists the criteria which should be considered when designing a PV
system. The following is a summary of the results.
(a) Hardware Changes
Section 5.3 shows that by using one 600 Ah battery instead of two
independent batteries the performance would increase from 29% to 48%.
This hardware change would involve rewiring the battery and developing new
control software. The system could be further improved by installing an
ice-storage unit on the dairy farm. Section 5.3 showed that the
performance could increase to over 65%. The only hardware change would be
the installation of the actual ice storage unit. The design of the PV
system would not change as the existing cooler could produce the ice.
(b) Power Management Changes
Section 5.4 .hows that by changing the power management of the
line-commutated inverter the amount of AC energy produced would increase
by over 10%. This i. the least expensive improvement as it only involves
changing a few line. of software.
(c) Optimum System Design
The optimum PV array tilt for the Fotavoltaic .ystem is 25-. This
angle provides maximum output for the local climatic condition.. The
optimum PV array/battery combination was calculated for the minimum
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lifetime and initial costs. The minimum lifetime cost occurs for a
combination of a 50kWp PV array and a 1093 Ah battery. The lifetime cost
is $396,000 with an initial cost of $323,000.
The minimum initial cost occurs for a combination of a 40 kWp PV
array and a 1533 Ah battery. The initial cost is $302,000 with a lifetime
cost of $405,000. Present day calculations are based on minimising the
initial costs but when PV systems become established as reliable sources
of energy the lifetime costs will be used for the optimization. In all
cases, however, both combinations should be quoted so that the user can
select the design which best suits his financial situation.
(d) The effect of the load profile on the system design.
Section 5.6 shows that the optimum battery size is dependent on the
load profile whereas the optimum PV array size depends on the total daily
load demand. With the selected four load profiles the computer model
shows that if only the total daily load demand was considered the cost
could be too high by as much as 14% or the battery would be undersized by
up to 45%.
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5.8 Conclusion
The Fotavoltaic System was originally designed using calculations
which were developed for smaller PV systems. « 10 kWp) The present
performance is an indication of how inadequate these calculations were. A
recent report for the CEC [101] showed that the problems encountered in
the Fotavoltaic System are common to the other projects in the CEC Pilot
Program.
This chapter shows that in addition to optimizing the design of PV
systems the computer model could be used to analyse and improve existing
systems. The analysis procedures described in this chapter can be easily
applied to other systems.
The cost of future PV systems depend on both the reduction in solar
cell costs and on the availability of accurate and flexible optimization
techniques. This chapter has presented a basis for these techniques.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary
The summary is discussed under the following headings:
1. The development of the Computer Model,
2. The results of the optimization,
3. Further applications of the Computer Model.
6.1.1 The Development of the Computer Model
The development of a computer model which operates on an hourly basis
is very time consuming both in man-hour. and in computer-hours. The
complete development of this model required two and a half years work.
The final model, however, i. very accurate and the difference between
the real and the simulated data over a period of one month i. less than 7%.
The availability of twenty aonths of hourly recorded data was an
excellent basil for the development and verification of the model. In
this thesi. the component aodell are prelented 10 that li.ilar aodell can
be developed vhen lell operating data il available. Thil is important
for Iyste.. vhich are already operating but have not accumulated operating
data.
The computer .odel vas developed on a VAX 11/780 uling FORTRAN 77
language. The complete program hal 3240 lines of code and it ulel 1 Mbyte
of computer memory. Each hourly limulation perfor.. fifty-three
calculations and lixty logical operations. A limulation of a weeki
performance (168 hours) ulel 10.89 leconds of CPU ti.e. In addition to
thil .ain loftware package, three other loftware packages exilt.
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The first software package was used to test the model concepts of the
individual components. This software was also written in FORTRAN 77 and
it has 1063 lines of code. The results of this analysis are well documented
and are filed for future reference.
A second software package was developed to optimize the PV system.
This software uses the computer model to simulate changes in the hardware
design and in the power management.
A third software package was developed to perform a statistical
analysis of the results. This software was written in SPSS language [18]
and it has 212 lines of code. This program provides seventeen scatter
plots and seventeen statistical summaries per simulation and it uses 8.9
sees of CPU time.
The model of the PV array is very accurate and the difference between
the real and the simulated data over a period of one aonth is less than
4%. Though the planar insolation, -adule temperature and PV array output
are measured at the Fotavoltaic .ystea their models were developed .0 that
the complete model can be used at any geographical location and for any
climate.
The most difficult models to develop were those of the battery and
the line-commutated inverter. This vas due to the shortage of relevant
data from the aanufacturer.. The performance curves .upplied by the
aanufacturers vere based on in.tantaneous performance and were only
.uitable for power analysi.. In addition, the exi.ting battery and
inverter models are used for internal design and are not .uitable for PV
system modelling.
In the Fotavoltaic Project the battery .tate-of-charge is not
measured. In the model, however, the .tate-of-charge i. estimated froa the
summation of battery input/output current measurement.. Without a direct
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way to measure the state-of-charge the long term predictions of the model
are limited. For periods longer than one month the results of limulations
are unreliable.
The model of a thyristor commutated inverter is more difficult to
develop than that of a transistor commutated inverter. The transistor
commutated inverters are very efficient (95% above 10% of full load) and a
simple linear relationship exists between the input and output energies.
In the thyristor commutated inverters a quadratic relationship exists
between the operating efficiency and the AC output power. The
relationship between the hourly calculated operating efficiency and the AC
output energy is difficult to determine as it is dependent on the
performance of the inverter during the sampled hour. In this thesis four
different models were required to simulate the performance of the
line-commutated inverter.
The power aanagement of the Fotavoltaic Project is very complex and
it has leven aodes of operation. Each of these modes taken as a separate
entity, can be compared to the overall power aanagement of aost other
projects in the CEC Pilot Program. Therefore, the techniques used to
model the different power aanagement aodes can be applied directly to the
aodelling of other projects. The only difference would be in the lize
of the componentl.
The developaent of the computer aodel provided a better underltandinl
of the .ystea performance and this led to iaproveaentl in the power
aanagement, data monitoring and Iystem aaintenance.
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6.1.2 System Optimization
The performance of a photovoltaic system is a complex function of
the geographical location, the climatic conditions, the hardware design,
the power management, the characteristics of the components, the load
profile and the requirements of the user. Chapter 5 describes how the
computer model could be used to optimize the performance by analysing the
systems response to changes in the above criteria. The optimum design is
determined by selecting the components which provide maximum performance
at minimum cost.
In this study the Fotavoltaic System was selected for analysis. It
is important to remember, however, that similar optimization techniques
can be applied to any other PV system.
The major problems associated with the 15 PV systems in the CEC Pilot
Program are summarised as follows [101]:
- non-optimum system design
- non-optimum size of components
- inadequate battery management
- changes in load demand
- changes in load profile.
The data which is presently recorded by the PV systems in the CEC
Pilot Program is used to calculate the energy produced and the efficiency
of operation. These results are adequate for comparina the performance of
the 15 PV systems but they do not contain sufficient detail for sYltem
improvement.
The techniques presented in chapter 5 and the summary presented in
section 5.7 are the type of inforaation which is required to improve
system performance. This information provides a system designer with the
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advantages and disadvantages of different design strategies and it
provides the user with guidelines for load management and system
operation.
The availability of optimization techniques .uch as those presented
in chapter 5 are the type of results which the PV Pilot Program might
consider.
6.1.3 Further Applications of the Computer Model
The computer model is very versatile and it can be used as follows:
(a) to model and optimize other PV systems
(b) as a diagnostics tool to analyse the performance of a PV system
(c) to examine the degradation of the battery and the PV array
(a) Modelling of Other PV Systems
The main aim in developing the computer model vas to optimize the
performance of the Fotavoltaic system. The secondary aim vas to develop
models which could be used to model and optimize other PV .y.tem.. This
is especially significant to the CEC Pilot Program vhere the .y.tems'
design are very .imilar to that of the Fotavoltaic Project.
The data used by the model i. the same data for..t which i. u.ed at
each of the fifteen project.. Thi. for..t is the standard .elected for
the CEC program.
Unlike existing computer .odel. (1-5]. this .odel i. unique in that
it simulates non-optimized PV .ylteas. Becaule of it. complexity it can be
used to examine the advantages and disadvantages of different delign
strategie.. These procedurel were uled to determine the optiaua delign of
the Fotavoltaic .yltea.
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The model can be used to transfer experiences from one project to
another. For example, the problems incurred at Hoboken and Giglio [6] vhen
conditions of high insolation with varying cloud cover exist have already
been overcome at the Fotavoltaic system through the use of prediction
analysis. Before the implementation of such control software at Hoboken
and Giglio, the model can be used to determine the control parameters and
to examine the effect of the software changes.
This is alao an example of how the computer model improves a system
performance through software improvements rather than the inclusion of
oversized hardware.
(b) The Computer Model as a Diagnostic Tool
The computer model can be used to analyse the performance of a PV
system. The verification plots, which assesa the accuracy of the models,
also detect failures in the PV system. The main failures detected are:
calibration errora, .eaauring point failurea and hardware failurea. These
analysis techniques [19] are in regular use in the Fotavoltaic .yatem and
are easily applied to other aystems.
The .ost difficult features to detect are intermittant failurea.
Durina the analyaia of the data for June 1985 a number of outlier.
appeared on the verification plota of the line-commutated inverter .odel.
These outliera were analysed, and it vas found that vhen inverter 2 vas
operating the DC current meauring point of the line-co..utated inverter
vas inaccurate. This inaccuracy vas cauaed by high frequency noise fro.
inverter 2. Thi. type of error could not have been detected vithout the
computer .odel.
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The analysis procedures used in the Fotavoltaic system should be
further developed into a standard set of analysis procedures. These
procedures could be used by system managers to identify faults and to
assess the performance of their PV systems.
(c) Examine Degradation of the PV Array and the Battery
The computer model can be used to examine degradation in the PV array
and battery.
The rate of degradation of the PV array and the battery is determined
by examining the accuracy of their models on an annual basis. The cause
of the degradation is then determined by reviewing the model concepts.
This analysis is easily implemented using the software packages which were
developed to test the model concepts.
The long term aim should be to develop a model for degradation and to
incorporate it into the existing models.
6.2 Conclusion
This concludina section examines the present trends in the aodellina
of PV systems. It examines how this computer aodel can overcome the
disadvantages of existing computer .odels and it suggests further
improvements which can be .ade to the .odel.
The earliest work in solar system siaulation is that of Speyer [102]
in 1959 and Beckberg and Roulet [103] in 1968. These .odels were designed
to calculate the optia~ size of the solar collector and storage for a
house heating syste.. In 1969 Schwartzburg [106] developed a computer
.odel to analyse the perforaance of the PV power systea of a satellite.
In 1971 Weiner [107] developed a computer .odel of the Viking Orbiter
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Power Systea. This aodel was designed to calculate the optiaua PV
component sizes to support the orbiter during the critical phases of its
mission.
Early computer models were custom built and these later became the
basis for general purpose models. Since 1974 a number of general purpose
models have been developed and the most popular is TRNSYS [105]. TRNSYS
was developed at the University of Wisconsin by Duffie and Beckman [104]
and it is available on a commercial software package. It is regularly
updated to include new developments in the solar technology. Originally
TRNSYS vas designed to model solar thermal systeas but in recent years
(1978) it has been updated to simulate PV systea performance [5].
The other popular PV computer model is SOLCEL [1]. This vas
developed at the Sandia National Laboratories and it is designed
specifically for PV system analysis and design optimization. This aodel
was the basis for later aodels such as SOLSTOR [3] which evaluates the
economic feasability of stand-alone PV systems, and SOLREL [108] vhich
analyses the reliability and availability of PV systems.
Both TRNSYS and SOLCEL are WTitten in FORTRAN and the siaulations are
performed on an hourly basis. They are structured so that PV systems may
be modelled by definina the components and their interconnections. TRNSYS
and SOLCEL are ..inly used to predict the longtera perforaance of PV
systems, to evaluate the life-cycle costs and to assess the reliability
and availability of PV systems over their lifetime.
These aodels are attractive in that they are easy to use and they can
siaulate various systems desian. Their aain disadvantages. however. is
that in order to aake thea easy to use they do not live a lood insight into
the detailed performance of a systea. This is the main reason vhy research
Iroups continue to develop their own aodels.
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Their second disadvantage is that they assume that the components are
single units and that the power management is optimized. TRNSYS and
SOLCEL could not accurately predict the performance of PV systems in which
the components are divided into subunits and the power management is not
optimized. For example, they could predict the theoretical maximum
performance of the Fotavoltaic system but they could not accurately
predict its real performance. This is a serious disadvantage as they
cannot be used to examine the feasibility of different power management
strategies.
The model presented in this thesis is similar to TRNSYS and SOLCEL in
that it is written in FORTRAN, it operates on an hourly basis, and it can
be used to predict and optimize the performance of PV systems. The model
is unique in that it can simulate the performance of a PV system in which
the components are divided into subunits and the power .anagement is not
optimized. Chapter 4 showed that even though the power management of the
Fotavoltaic sy.tem is very complex it could be .odelled by defining seven
individual power management .odels. These techniques could then be used
to .odel the different desian and power .anaaement strateaies of the 15 PV
pilot projects. The .odel could optimize these system. perforaance takina
into account the complexity of the system, the layout of the components
and the characteristics of the central controller. Such optimization
techniques are necessary to determine the feasibility of different des ian
and power manaaement strateaies.
The disadvantaaes of developina a computer .odel are:
- it i. both ti.e consuaina and expensive
- a larae amount of operating data is required
- techniques must be developed to verify the models
- expertise is required in both PV system de.ian and co.puter .odellina·
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In this thesis the component models are presented so that siailar
models can easily be developed using simplified techniques and with a
minimum amount of operating data. The models can be verified using the
techniques outlined in section 1.5. Even though these modelling
techniques are simplified, the overall development will give the designer
a good insight into the detailed performance of the components. With some
further development the modelling techniques could be used as a training
aid for PV system design engineers.
In summary, TRNSYS and SOLCEL are more useful to a system analyst as
they are designed to perfora longterm economic and reliability analyses of
PV systems. The computer model in this thesis is more relevant to the
work of PV system design engineer as it is mainly concerned with the
performance of the components within a PV system and their contribution
to the overall system performance.
6.2.1 Recommendations for Iaprovements to the Computer Model
The component models presented in this thesis can be used as general
purpose ca-puter .odels. As such they should be:
- easy to use
- flexible
- accurate.
The overall co.puter .odel is exaained under these headings and
recoamendations are .ade for further iaprove.ents.
(a) Is the coaputer aodel easy to use?
From a software viewpoint the .odel is easy to use. The aodel
accepts a ainiaua a.ount of input data (five parameters per hourly
si.ulation) and it presents the results in either graphical, statistical
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or tabular form. The component .odels are structured a8 subroutines and
their parameters are defined as subroutine variables.
From a hardware viewpoint the model is not ea8Y to use. A large
computer (VAX 11/780) is required, 1 Mbyte of memory is u8ed and a
simulation of one weeks operation uses 10.89 8econds of CPU time. Thi8 is
a big disadvantage if the model is to be used as a general design tool.
To overcome this problem the model should be updated to operate on a small
computer system or more preferably on a microcomputer. The microcomputer
8hould have a minimum disk storage of Sook bytes and a minimum of 1M byte
RAM. This work would involve minimising the number of calculations and
logical operations in each hourly simulation.
(b) Is the Computer Model Flexible?
The computer .odel is flexible. It was developed 80 that it could
.odel any PV system design at any geographical location and for any
climate.
The component models are pre8ented as mathematical equations and the
power aanagement .odels are presented a8 algorithms. Therefore, the
system model can be developed on any suitable computer system and with
any computer language.
Component models have only been developed for the components which
exist in the Fotavoltaic syste.. This limits the flexibility of the
.odel. To overcome this proble. component models should be developed for
all other PV system components e.g.,
- Maximum Power Point Trackers
- Electronic Battery Charge Controllers
- liCd Batteries.
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Manufacturera of PV aystem componenta Ihould be encouraged to include
a computer model of the components on their data Iheets.
(c) Ia the Model Accurate?
This thesis has ahoWD that the model can accurately predict the
performance of the Fotavoltaic System. The preaent accuracy ia based
solely on the data from the Fotavoltaic aystem and the model has not been
verified using data from other PV systems. The component models should be
verified using data from the other projectl in the pilot program. The
power management model should be verified with different battery
management strategies and with different inverter layouta.
If computer models are to be used aa design tools then the
optimization techniques Ihould be versatile and easy to use. To achieve
this, general purpose optimization techniques should be developed. These
techniques should automatically calculate the optimum design if the user
Ipecifies the critical loads and the worst case conditions.
The optimization techniques presented in Chapter 5 are not easy to
use. They require expertiae in both PV IYltem design and computer
programming and they use a large amount of CPU time (e.l. the optimization
techniques which calculate the minimum battery lize for the Fotavoltaic
System uses 1.8 hours of CPU time).
With lome improvements the optimization techniques presented in
Chapter 5 could be developed into leneral purpose optimization techniques.
Thil development would require approximately three man montha.
The CPU time could be reduced by:
- determining the minimum number of hourly limulationl required to
calculate the optimum design.
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- minimising the number of iterations required to calculate the
optimum design.
It is essential to reduce the CPU time especially if the optimization
techniques are to be used on smaller and slower .icrocomputer systems.
Future PV systems will require simplified design rules if they are to be
implemented on a large scale. The computer model and the optimization
techniques described in this thesis can serve as a useful tool in the
development of such guidelines.
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APPENDIX A
Photovoltaic Termin~
The Photovoltaic terminology used in this thesis is based on 'A
Glossary of Terms used in Solar Energy'. SOLAR ENERGY, VOl. 33 No.1
(97-114) 1984.
The IEC-TC82 is compiling a set of Photovoltaic standards but these
were not available when the thesis was written. This appendix contains the
most ambiguous terms used in the text.
ALBEOO:
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE:
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE:
DECLINATION:
HOUR ANGLE:
INSOLATION:
I RRADIANCE:
Refers to reflectance from the surroundings
Temperature of the surroundings
The angle between a ray and the normal to the plane
on which it is incident
The angular position of the sun at solar noon with
respect to the plane of the equator
Angular displacement of the sun east or west of the
observers aeridian due to the rotation of the earth
on its axis at 15° per hour
Radiation received from the sun (kwh/.2)
The rate at which radiant enerlY is incident on a
unit surface (kw/m2)
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APPENDIX B
Hourly Recorded Data at the Fotavo1taic Project
The data is recorded in a format specified for the CEC Pilot Program
[9]. The following is an example of the recorded data for one hour.
% FOTA %
1, 0.28, 0.53, 0.086, 61, 1.6, 2.1, 1.7
2, 13., 32., 20., 5. 0 , 1. 9 , 14 •0 , 13. 0 , 14 •0 , O. 083
3, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 1.1,
4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.5, 1.5, 1.4, 1.7, 1.7, 1.5, 1.4, 1.6
5, 1. 7, 1. 5, 1• 1, 34, 27., 33., 13., 13., 10., 2. 1
6, 287, 0.0, 23., 17., 59., 277., 0.0, 20., 20, 34,
7,0.43,0.89,0.4,1.0,0.0,0.29,16.,0.0,38.,36.,
8, 1.7, 2.3, 1.8,948, 948,0.96, 0.92, 4.0, 2.6, 0.55
The significance of each value is described as follows
Line 1,
I. Horizontal Insolation
2. Planar Insolation
3. Wind Speed
4. Wind Direction
5. Wind Pressure 1
6. Wind Pressure 2
7. Wind Pressure 3
0-1 kwh/1I2
0-1 kwh/1I2
0-25 IIs-l
0-360 Degrees
0-50 Pa
0-50 Pa
0-50 Pa
Line 2,
1. Ambient Temperature
2. Module Temperature
3. PV Array Output Energy
4. Converter Output Energy
5. Battery Input Energy
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0-50 kwh
0- not used
0-30 kwh
6. Battery Output Energy 0-50 kwh
7. Inverter Input Energy 0-50 kwh
8. Inverter Output Energy 0-50 kwh
9. Energy to the Utility Grid 0-50 kwh
10. Energy from the Utility Grid 0-50 kwh
Line 3,
1. PV Energy to Load 1 0-10 kwh
2. PV Energy to Load 2 0-10 kwh
3. PV Energy to Load 3 0-10 kwh
4. PV Energy to Loads from Hinisemi 0-30 kwh
Line 4,
1. Sub-array 1 Energy 0-5 kwh
2. Sub-array 2 Energy 0-5 kwh
3. Sub-array 3 Energy 0-5 kwh
4. Sub-array 4 Energy 0-5 kwh
5. Sub-array 5 Energy 0-5 kwh
6. Sub-array 6 Energy 0-5 kwh
7. Sub-array 7 Energy 0-5 kwh
8. Sub-array 8 Energy 0-5 kwh
9. Sub-array 9 Energy 0-5 kwh
10. Sub-array 10 Energy 0-5 kwh
Line 5,
1. Sub-array 11 Energy 0-5kwh
2. Sub-array 12 Energy 0-5 kwh
3. Sub-array 13 Energy 0-5 kwh
4. Module Temperature I 0-50°C
5. Module Temperature 2 0-50°C
6. Module Temperature 3 0-50°C
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7. Voc * lsp (mean) 0-30kwh
8. Module Temperature 2 (mean) 0-50°C
9. Reference Module Voltage (mean) 0-12V
10. Reference Module Current (mean) 0-3A
Line 6,
1. Battery 2 Voltage (mean) 0-400 kV
2. Battery 2 Current 0-100 A
3. Battery 2 Temperature -ve Terminal 0-50°C
4. Battery 2 Temperature +ve Terminal 0-50°C
5. Battery 2 Maximum Charging Current 0-100 A
6. Battery 1 Voltage (mean) 0-400 kV
7. Battery 1 Current 0-100 A
8. Battery 1 Temperature -ve Terminal 0-50o C
9. Battery 1 Temperature +ve Terminal o-lOOA
Line 7,
1. Solarverter 1 DC energy 0-10 kwh
2. Solarverter 1 Maximum DC Power 0-10 kwh
3. Solarverter 2 DC Energy 0-10 kwh
4. Solarverter 2 Maximum DC Power 0-10 kwh
5. Solarverter 3 DC Energy 0-10 kwh
6. Solarverter 3 Maximum DC Power 0-10 kwh
7. Minisemi DC Energy to Utility Grid 0-50 kwh
8. Minisemi DC Energy frOll the Utility Grid 0-50 kwh
9. Maximum Minisemi DC Power 0-50 tv
10. Maximum PV Array Power 0-50 tv
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Line 8
1. Wind Loading 1 (instantaneous)
2. Wind Loading 2 (instantaneous)
3. Wind Loading 3 (instantaneous)
4. Atmospheric Pressure (instantaneous)
5. Atmospheric Pressure (mean)
6. Maximum Wind Speed
7. Maximum Planar Insolation
8. Digital Event Recorder (test)
9. Digital Event Recorder (test)
10. Planar Insolation Calculated with
30 second samples
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0-50 Pa
0-50 Pa
0-50 Pa
0-25 ms- 7
0-1.5 kwh/m2
0-1 kWh/1I2
APPENDIX C
This appendix contains the algorithms which describe the power
management of the Fotavoltaic System. The algorithms contained in the
following pages are:
MODE 1:
MODE 2:
MODE 3:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
Main control algorithm for the power management model
Both batteries conected - K27 closed
Battery 1 disconnected - K27 open
Both batteries gassing - excess energy delivered to
the utility grid.
MODE 4: High insolation with varying cloud cover
MODE 5: Minisemi disconnected
MODE 6: Nightime/low insolation operation
MODE 7: Emergency charging of batteries from the utility grid
LOAD MANAGEMENT MODEL
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K>O£ 5
Yea
M8in Control Allorith. for the
Power M8naJement Model
No
K>DE"
1«>0£ 1
Yel
K>DE 2
110
Yet
11)1)[ .,
K>DE 3
110
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MJDE 1: loth tetterie. Connected - 127 Clo.ed
Char~in~ Current of
Working Battery •
PV Array Current
- DC Load Current
Work ing Bauery
Current •
Current to Produce
Cauing
Stand-by Battery
Current •
PV Array Current -
Workin~ Battery Current
- DC Load Current
No
Work in~ Jat tery
Current •
Current of Subarray.
1 to 12
Stand-by Ja ttery
Current •
Current of Sub-array
13
'Yea
Stand-by Battery
Current •
Current to Produce
Cauinl
Call
J«)DE 3
- "., -
J«)DE 2: lattery , Di.connected - 127 OpeD
Connect All
Loads to
lat tery 2
Bat ury 1
Charlin~ Current
• 0.0
lattery 2 Current
PV Array Current
- DC Load Current
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Yel
Call
J«)DI 3
Jll)DE 3:
MODE I
Exce., Energy •
p\, Array Energy
!attery 2 Energy
Battery 1 Energy
DC Load Energy
loth latterie. Ga •• ing - Exce•• Ener,y Delivered to the Utility Crid
Exceu Energy •
P\' Array Energy
Battery 2 Energy
DC Load Enerlt~·
Calculate
Miniumi
Output
Energy
Ennr- to the
l"tilit), Crid •
Toul Miniull!i
Output Energy
Yes
EnerlY to the
Vt ility Crid •
0.0
Yel
Ener~' to thf
t'tilit~· Crid •
Minilttl Enerl~'
- Load EnerlY
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"'''DI 4:
--?--
Planar In.olltion ) 0.6 kwh/.' - Minile.i DC Energy • 30 kwh
Pllnar In.olltion ) 0.4 kwh/.' - Mini,e.i DC Energy • 23 kwh
Planlr In.clltion ) 0.2 kwh/.' - Mini.emi DC Ener~y • 14 kwh
Battery 2 Energy •
PV ArrlY Energy -
DC LOld EnHgy -
Mini,emi DC Enerl)'
Mini.emi DC Energy •
PV Array lnergy -
DC Lold EnnlY
Calculate
Mini,wi AC
Energy
Enerr to the
Ctility Crid •
Mini.emi Af lner~'
- Minilemi ~~ lnerlY
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Tel
bduce P\' Array
Ener~'
Open-Circuit
Sublrrl)"
Jll)DE S:
No
Stand-by lattery
Current •
Sub-Arra" 13
Current
Work in~ !at ury
Current •
Aruy Current
- Dr Load Current
Stand-b)' !a t tery
Current •
Array Current -
Load Current
- Work in, Battery
Current
No
lattery 2
Current •
Aruy Current
- DC Load Current
Ye.
.educe Aruy
Output:
Open-Ci rcuit
Sub-aruy.
Stand-by !attery
Current •
Current to
Produce
CauinJ
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!at tery 2
Current •
Current to
Produce
Ca.. in,
MODE 6: "ilht TlD./Lov In.ol.tion Oper.tion
Di.connect
P\' Aruy Froll!
Bet uries
Conn.ct .11
laid. to
Battery 1
tlo
Lold 1 - Bettery
Lo.d 2 - Bet tery
Lo.d 3 - Workin~
Bettery
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tlo
Conn.ct .11
Laid, to
Bettery 2
tlo
Connect .11
La.d, to
Util it~· Crid
I«>DE 7: l~rl.ncy Charline Mod.l
Charlt·
Battery 2
with PV
Array
Bat tery 2
Wor1c.in~
Dilconn.ct
Solarvertul
Frorr: Batteriel
Connect
Load, to
11te Utility
Grid
ChURe
aattery I
frolt the
t't i I ity Grid
Yea
a.duee
CharFin,
Current
ElIlfrllency
Charring
Endl
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Connect
Loads to the
Solarverurl
Connect
Loads to
Miniumi
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Connect
Loads to the
Utility Crid
APPENDIX D
Variables and Logic used during each Hourly Simulation
The variables are stored in a dimensioned area VAR (60).
This list is a summary of the calculations which are performed
during each hourly simulation.
1. No load voltage of stand-by battery.
2. No load voltage of working battery.
3. Ah of stand-by battery at the beginning of sampled hour.
4. Ah of working battery at the beginning of sampled hour.
5. Mean Ah of stand-by battery during sampled hour.
6. Mean Ah of working battery during sampled hour.
7. Ah of battery 1.
8. Ah of battery 2.
9. Voltage of stand-by battery.
10. Voltage of working battery.
11. Maximum charging current of stand-by battery.
12. Maximum charging current of working battery.
13. Maximum voltage of stand-by battery.
14. Maximum voltage of working battery.
15. Minisemi DC energy.
16. Solarverter I DC energy.
17. Solarverter 2 DC energy.
18. Solarverter 3DC energy.
19. AuxilIary power supply energy.
20.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
Battery 1 energy. Input(+), output(-).
Battery 2 energy. Input(+), output(-).
Battery 1 current. Charge(+), discharge(-).
Battery 2 current. Charge(+), discharge(-).
DC Current of auxilIary power supply.
DC Current from battery 2 to auxilIary supply.
DC Current from battery 2 to auxilIary supply.
Sub-array 1 DC Current.
Overcharge current for stand-by battery.
Overcharge current for working battery.
Number of subarrays connected to stand-by battery.
Number of subarrays connected to working battery.
Current produced by subarrays 1-12.
Current produced by subarrays 2-13.
Total current from PV array.
Maximum planar irradiance.
Load demand from stand-by battery.
Load demand from working battery.
PV array total energy.
Planar insolation (calculated) during sampled hour.
Planar insolation during previous hour.
Minisemi DC Current.
Minisemi AD energy.
PV array energy - inverter energy.
Battery energy required to begin gassing.
Minisemi DC Current during MINI4 operation.
Dummy variable in MINI3.
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49. Minisemi efficiency.
50. Solar module temeprature
51. Emergency charging current.
52. Planar insolation (test ony).
53. Total horizontal insolation.
The logic flags used during the simulations are stored in a dimensioned
area LOGICAL cond (50). This list is a summary of the logical operations
performed during each sampled hour. The conditions described in this list
represent the .TRVE. condition.
1. Working battery. Battery 1 working -.TRUE.
2. Manual shutdown.
3. Emergency switch on farm (Jim's switch) pressed.
4. Minisemi tripped.
5. Solarverter 1 tripped.
6. Solarverter 2 tripped.
7. Solarverter 3 tripped.
8. Stand-by battery voltage is .It. 250V.
9. Working battery voltage is .It. 250V.
10. Both battery voltages are .It. 250V.
11. Battery 1 is deep-discharged.
12. Battery 2 is deep-discharged.
13. Solarverter 1 is connected to battery 1.
14. Solarverter 2 is connected to battery 1.
15. Solarverter 3 is connected to battery 1.
16. Solarverter 1 ia connected to battery 2.
17. Solarverter 2 is connected to battery 2.
18. Solarverter 3 is connected to battery 2.
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19. Switch AlK14 (K27) is open.
20. Minisemi connected to battery 1.
21. Minisemi connected to battery 2.
22. Utility grid (ESB) not available.
23. Solarverter 1 not available.
24. Solarverter 2 not available.
25. Solarverter 3 not available.
26. PV array shutdown due to maintenance/computer failure.
27. Minisemi acting as backup to solarverters.
28. Planar insolation >0.45 kWh/m**2, max. planar> O.7kW/m**2
29.
30. Batteries have not gassed since array startup.
31. Battery 1 working (test)
32. Emergency charging requested.
33. Battery I is gassing.
34. Battery 2 is gassing.
35. Battery 1 and 2 voltages are .gt. 270V.
36. Solarverters are not available.
37. Battery 1 is not available for load supply.
38. Battery 2 is not available for load supply.
39. Both batteries are not available.
40. One battery i. available.
41. MINII operation.
42. MINI2 operation.
43. MINI3 operation.
44. MINI4 operation.
45. MINI4l operation.
46. MODE7 operation.
47. Mid-day and one battery available.
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APPENDIX E
Calculations for Ice Producing Unit
A detailed description of the ALFAGLACE milk cooling system is
described on the following page. The following calculations are based on
the maximum daily milk production and on the cooling capacity of the ice
producing unit. (These figures and calculations were provided by the
manufacturer)
Peak Daily Milk • 6,000 litres
Cooling Capacity Required to cool
6,000 litres from 35° to 4°C • 6000 x 31 kCals
• 186,000 kCals
The milk is first pre-cooled by water from 35° to 18°C i.e.
102,000 kCals.
This leaves 84,000 kCals to be removed by the ice producing unit.
The ALFAGLACE system has a cooling capacity of 85,000 kCal with a 5Hp
motor running for 6.5 hours.
The ice builder could be linked with the milking machine motor so
that when they are switched on the ice producer is switched off, and vice
versa. In this way the ice builder is switched on every .orning about
10 a.m. and is switched off again at 4.30 p••• when afternoon .ilking
restarts, thus having 6.5 hours running time.
As the milk cooling accounts for half the far. load during .ilking,
its omission from the circuit at milking would very much reduce the peak
demands.
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AIrPAQLA~r.:
I
THE MOST ADVANCED MILK COOLING SYSTEM
,
UNIQUE PERFORMANCES I DESCRIPTION
~ ·1
----_\----... \I --- .,....
2 SlatDleu
IICCIIada
Polyllrelbane
foalD ,nwlauon
Spray liM
Mam
clfclllauD,
PUIDP
Low .peed 1IIO(0r par-boa
with hallow ...."
,..RClllrn of ice walerfrom plale <<>ole,
RUNNING PRINCIPLE
(Patent N· 8()"21147 ALFA-LAVAL cl Cie)
• The water, when freeZing on the evaporator. dissociates from the
alcohol. Soft Ice crystals are formed whIch are regularly removed from
the bOllom by the agualor copper blades.
• The Soft Ice crystals go up 10 the surface and are surrounded by a
film of alcohol which prevents them 10 Slick togcther and make a bank.
• When the ALFA-GLACE is full of Soft Ice, a thermostat cuts off the
condensing unit.
• Dunng milking, the cooling medium, water + alcohol mIxture
at O·C/- I·C. is pumped through the plate cooler where milk is
instantly cooled. •
• The water T alcohol mixture, warmed up by the milk, returns to the
ALFA-GLACE as water spray and is Immediately converted back to
Soft Ice.
• The cold milk is stored in an insulated holdina tank in which its
temperature is maintaIned by circulaung the mixture through tbe: tank
double-bottom by a small Plfmp.
IMer and Oilier she.
ill 'lalllleu Sleel
Low capaary
condenlllll
unn w,llI
heal
RCO"'Y .,...
-Jf:=-
Ad:'
Low capacilY
condelWlll
unltWlIll
beel
recovery .,....
• ALFA-GLACE is filled
with a water + alcohol
mixlure. cooled by a small
standard condensin. unit.
• ALFA-GLACE is a
STAINLESS STEEL
TANK, INSULATED with
polyurelhane foam.
hs stainless steel dimple
plate evaporator bollom i.
regularly wiped up by the
speCially designed blades of
tbe alltator.
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ALFA-GLACE is an instant coolina system, paniculary
performant thanks to its oripnal coolin. enere stora,e
syslem.
In fact, in traduional ice-bank systems, the Ice/Warmed
waler heat transfer surface area decreases as the ice-bank
melts. ThiS results in a significanl reduction of the
performances, especially by the end of the milkin, wbe:n
the ice tends to disappear.
In the ALFA-GLACE system, the buildin.-up of coolin.
energy is realized by a great number of small Soft Ice
crystals which heat transfer surface area is cODSlderable,
much higher than in classical systems.
This advantage enables to obtain a very low milk
temperature dunng milking and to maintam it low. with
no risk of the cooling medium bein, warmed up before
tbe: end of the milkin•.
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Studies have been conducted on quick coolin, systema
with milk storage al low lemperalure, namely:
• I"/lll'''c, 0/ ,It, coo/ill, sp"d flU Ito/dill' "",,.,..,,,,.
ill III'''' ,,,lIIu Oil bile'";,, "ow'" ill ,,,w "';/., by
Messrs. MOURGUES, VASSAL and AUCLAIR
(INRA).
• S,"dy 011 ;11"l1li' coo/ill, 0/ ",iI., carried out on
12 farms, from July 1980 10 Seplember 1981. by
Messrs. QUINQUE, ROSSEL and DEVOITINNE
(LABO-CILFA· 59 DOUAI, France). ALFA-LAVAL
partlclpaled 10 this study by tbe: erection and adjustment
of some inslallatlons.
These sludies emphasized the interest of instant coolin,
and holding at low lemperalure. both on:
- baclena growlh al temperalure close 10 O·C
(Messn. MOURGUES, VASSAL and AUCLAIR), and
on,
- psychrotrophas acrms, Iypolylil and proteolyail
indica (CILFA).
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